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Abstract
Distribution and pricing strategies play a central role in the field of supply chain
management. Heuristic approaches to the vehicle routing problem (VRP) are usually
used to design optimal delivery routes to serve geographically dispersed customers, who
are price elastic. There is a rich literature discussing either the manufacturer's
distribution strategy or its pricing initiatives. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a
profit maximization model that presents an integrated distribution and pricing strategy for
any company facing such issues. We first examine a simplified scenario when all
customers are located in the same delivery region and their demand is deterministic.
Both truckload (TL) and less-than-truckload (LTL) shipment strategies are analyzed and
compared. We later extend our findings to multiple delivery regions and discuss the
impact of the manufacturer's pricing flexibility on its profit. Then we relax the
assumption of deterministic customer demand and introduce the safety stock cost.
Finally the application on across delivery region situations is shown. Although some of
our assumptions simplify our model, we believe that it provides insight into more
complex supply chain management problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The topic of increasing a manufacturing company's profit has been in discussion since
1950s. Different elements that directly contribute to the manufacturer's profit include its
distribution channel structure, its revenue and its cost.
A firm's choice of distribution network is more of a strategic issue than tactical
operations. Companies may have various types of distribution channels. A traditional
channel setup would be the following. The producer ships finished goods to wholesalers,
who purchase with large volume and often with discounts. Retailers buy from
wholesalers and sell to end users at a premium. However, the structure of distribution
channels has been changed continuously as technology greatly facilitates the information
dispersion among interested parties. It has been common for us to see customers
bypassing immediate upstream echelons in the distribution network. For example, in the
airline industry, customers used to book their tickets from those agencies which then
booked tickets with airlines. This is still a popular mode in today's airline seats selling
(distribution) network and represents a significant portion of the total revenue.
Nevertheless, there is a growing trend for end customers (individual fliers) to book tickets
directly from airlines as their fare promotions become more and more easily accessible.
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On the other hand, powered by the internet search engines for low fares, a group of
companies such as Expedia.com represents a new echelon in the distribution channel and
is gaining an increasing portion of the total revenue. We are expecting new and exciting
changes in the distribution network.
It is a common pitfall for manufacturing companies to view the revenue generation as a
marketing problem. Consequently it would not be surprising for us to find that this
problem is managed separately from the firm's distribution channel selection and its
operations strategies. Selling prices and quantities however determine the total revenue.
Any change in the selling price would incur a consequent change in the product quantity
sold. The end users' demand shift will be ultimately captured by the upstream echelons.
The manufacturer, near the upstream end of the supply chain, is certain to encounter a
much larger demand change as explained by the famous bullwhip effect. Lee HL,
Padmanabhan V, Whang S qualitatively addressed the bullwhip effect in the paper "The
bullwhip effect in supply chains" in 1997[21]. Therefore, it tailors its production and
distribution operations to satisfy the exaggerated demand change, which affects the
operations cost. Thus we argue that pricing decisions should not be treated as a separate
marketing issue. A good pricing strategy such as temporary rebate policy could stimulate
enough excess demand, which generates a higher revenue for a period of time. More
often, a carefully reasoned price discriminate policy can benefit the company with a
stable revenue streams and steady daily operations. Thus pricing should be incorporated
within a total cost and revenue equation.
Total cost is the other factor that is part of the company's profit equation. Manufacturing
cost, transportation cost and inventory holding cost are the three most frequently used
components when deriving the total operations cost. When there does not exist an
explicit evidence of economies of scale or diseconomies of scale in the current
production volume, the effect of manufacturing cost is often negligible. There is a rich
literature discussing either the transportation cost or the inventory holding cost alone or
the trade-off between the two. On the transportation cost side, the vehicle routing
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problem (VRP) and the traveling salesman problem (TSP) focus on finding an optimal
delivery strategy at minimum cost while satisfying various constraints. On the inventory
cost side, we have seen different policies such as periodic and continuous review or more
complicated models. The economic order quantity (EOQ) approach is first introduced in
1913 by Ford W. Harris to solve the trade-off between the inventory cost and the setup
cost and set the manufacturing lot sizes [16].
The objective of this thesis is to develop a model that maximizes a manufacturer's overall
profit given its customer distribution. When designing the model, we try to consider all
three elements, distribution network, pricing and distribution strategies. As distribution
network design is a high-level strategic issue and usually already pre-chosen by the firm,
our focus is on a two echelon distribution channel setup. We believe that a simple base
network would well illustrate our key findings on simultaneously deploying price
discriminating and distribution strategies.
The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 1, we introduce the problem and present an
overview, which includes the problem specifications and related literature review. In
chapter 2, we discuss the model with assumptions that the demand is deterministic and
our customers are located in a single delivery region. Both truckload (TL) and less-than-
truckload (LTL) delivery strategies are compared with sensitivity analysis on parameter
changes. A combined TL/LTL formulation is presented, which is followed by numerical
examples. In chapter 3, we introduce a delivery strategy that is convenient for companies
to employ - serve customers as frequently as possible with TL shipments. Examples are
given to illustrate its optimality. In chapter 4, we investigate three types of deterministic
demand-price functions to simulate customers' price sensitivity, and their applications to
our model are studied. In chapter 5, we relax one of our assumptions in chapter 2 and
allow customers to occupy different delivery regions. We discuss the assumption's
impact on the manufacturer's pricing flexibility and present a modified formulation. In
chapter 6, we further relax the deterministic demand assumption presented in chapter 2
and extend our model to incorporate stochastic demand. In chapter 7, we apply the
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results of chapter 6 to across delivery region settings. We shall summarize our results
and suggest future research directions in chapter 7.
1.1 Problem Specifications
1.1.1 Problem Definitions
We consider a manufacturing company whose distribution network consists of two
echelons: its central manufacturing facility and a channel of wholesalers/retailers/end
customers. Without loss of generality, the manufacturing facility can be replaced by a
warehouse, and the second echelon may be occupied by retailers or end customers instead
of wholesalers. Figure 1-1 illustrates our focus on a typical supply chain. The company
owns a fleet of trucks that delivers finished products to customers. Customers are located
at different delivery regions with unique distribution density. Furthermore, they are price
sensitive and respond to pricing initiatives. Our objective is to use price discrimination
and design a distribution strategy to maximize the company's profit. Besides the revenue
side, we assume that the total cost consists of production cost, transportation cost and
inventory holding cost.
Our Focus on
the Supply
Chain
Figure 1-1: Distribution System
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1.1.2 Model Assumptions
For simplicity, we have made the following assumptions.
- In one typical delivery region, we have n customers who are of the same demand
type. In this case, they share exactly the same demand-price curve.
- Every customer in the delivery regions has to be visited per shipment. In other
words, trucks make stops at all customers for each shipment.
- The company owns the fleet of trucks, and it pays the transportation cost.
" The company owns its finished products until they reach the customers.
" Prices are constant within the delivery region.
- Customers are subject to a minimum replenishment frequency.
- The manufacturer uses algorithms based on the Vehicle Routing Problem to
schedule its truck fleet.
1.2 Literature Reviews
1.2.1 Literature Reviews for Basic Initiatives
Our initiative for this thesis stems from the paper of Burns L., Hall R., Blumenfeld D.
and Daganzo C. (1985). This paper develops and evaluates an analytic method that aims
in minimizing the sum of transportation and inventory costs for a supplier who distributes
items to many customers. The analytic approach focuses on the spatial density of
customers and on the distribution of customer demand, rather than on the demand of
specific customers in precise locations. Their results indicate that, for direct shipping, the
optimal shipment size is given by the economic order quantity (EOQ) model, while for
peddling, the optimal shipment size is a full truck. Direct shipping and peddling are two
specific distribution strategies. Direct shipping involves shipping separate loads from the
supplier directly to each customer. Peddling involves dispatching trucks that deliver
items to more than one customer per load [5].
Blumenfeld D., Bums L., Diltz J., and Daganzo C. (1985) discuss optimal shipping
strategies (i.e. routes and shipment sizes) on freight networks by analyzing trade-offs
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between transportation, inventory, and production setup costs. A simple optimization
method is developed that simultaneously determines optimal routes and shipment sizes
[3].
By 1987, Burns L., Hall R., Blumenfeld D. and Daganzo C. (1987) applied their model
(1985) in General Motors and achieved significant logistics cost savings [6].
1.2.2 Literature Reviews for Pricing in Supply Chain Management
Most of the existing literatures on pricing issues in supply chain management focus on
quantity discount, manufacturer's return policy, the importance of coordination within the
supply chain, and transfer pricing.
Burwell T., Dave D., Fitzpatrick K., and Roy M. (1997) incorporate quantity and freight
discounts in inventory decision making and develop an algorithm to determine the
optimal lot size and selling price for a class of demand functions, including constant
price-elasticity and linear demand [7]. Corbett C. and Groote X. (2000) drop the
assumption that the supplier has full information about the buyer's cost structure and
derive the supplier's optimal quantity discount policy for the joint economic lot-sizing
problem under asymmetric information and compare it to the situation where the supplier
has full information [12].
Marvel H. and Peck J. (1995) model the manufacturer's decision to accept returns,
showing that this decision depends crucially on the nature of the demand uncertainty.
Uncertainty over customer arrivals favors returns, while uncertainty over consumers'
valuation of the manufacturer's product leads distributors to set retail prices too high
(from the manufacturer's standpoint) when returns are allowed. It is shown that returns
can be expected to raise retail prices, while maintaining or shrinking distributor margins
[22]. Emmons H. and Gilbert S. (1998) identify the role of returns policy in pricing and
inventory decisions for catalogue goods [13]. Lau H. and Lau A. (1999) discuss a
manufacturer's pricing strategy and return policy for a single-period commodity [20].
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Thomas D. and Griffin P. (1996) address coordinated planning between two or more
stages of the supply chain, and suggest coordination of procurement, production and
distribution within the supply chain [26]. Gilbert S. and Ballou R. (1999) develop a
model that quantifies the benefits to the supplier from obtaining advanced commitments
from downstream customers. This model can be used to suggest the maximum price
discount that can be offered to customers to encourage them to commit to their orders in
advance. Careful balancing of the advanced ordering time with the price discount can
lead to cost reductions for both members of the supply channel [15].
Vidal C. and Goetschalckx M. (2001) present a global supply chain model with transfer
pricing and transportation cost allocation [27].
1.2.3 Literature Reviews for Combined Pricing and Inventory
Management in Supply Chain Management
Kunreuth H. and Schrage L. (1973) discuss joint pricing and inventory decisions for
constant priced items [19]. Gallego G. and Vanryzin G. (1994) formulate the dynamic
pricing problem of selling a given stock of items by a deadline. Demand is price
sensitive and stochastic and the firm's objective is to maximize expected revenues. For a
particular exponential family of demand functions, they find the optimal pricing policy in
closed form. For general demand functions, they find an upper bound on the expected
revenue based on analyzing the deterministic version of the problem [14].
Weng Z. (1999) derives closed-form multi-attribute measures of performance for the
supply chain consisting one manufacturer and one distributor in the presence of and in the
absence of coordination of pricing and production/ordering decisions [29].
Bhattacharjee S. and Ramesh R. (2000) present a heuristic multi-period inventory and
pricing model for a single product, where the product has a fixed life perishability for a
certain number of periods. The profit maximization problem is modeled as a dynamic
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program, and the Wagner-Whitin dynamic programming recursions are developed for
both perishable and non-perishable products [1].
Ingene C: and Parry M. (1995) discuss wholesale pricing behavior within a two-level
vertical channel consisting of a manufacturer selling through multiple independent
retailers [18].
Chen F., Federgruen A., and Zheng Y. (2001) address a two-echelon distribution system
in which the sales volumes of the retailers are endogenously determined on the basis of
known demand functions. They derive an optimal strategy, maximizing total systemwide
profits in a centralized system, but only if coordination is achieved via periodically
charged, fixed fees, and a nontraditional discount pricing scheme under which the
discount given to a retailer is the sum of three discount components based on the
retailer's (i) annual-sales volume, (ii) order quantity, and (iii) order frequency,
respectively. The authors also show that no (traditional) discount scheme, based on order
quantity only, suffices to optimize channelwide profits when there are multiple
nonidentical retailers [9].
1.2.4 Literature Review for the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) and
Production-Distribution Integration
Clarke G. and Wright J. proposed a most widely used VRP heuristic algorithm in 1964
for vehicle scheduling from a central depot to a number of delivery points [I I].
Later treatments usually apply the vehicle routing problem to the bigger picture of
integrating production and distribution systems. Blumenfeld D., Burns L., and Daganzo
C. (1991), for example, examine the problem of whether it is cost-effective to
synchronize production and transportation schedules on a product network, which
consists of one origin and many destinations. Tradeoffs between production set-up,
freight transportation, and inventory costs on the network are analyzed, and total costs are
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compared for synchronized and independent schedules. This paper focuses on a simple
production system and the cost savings from synchronization is very large [2].
Chien T. (1993) discusses direct shipping policies to maximize profit where the demands
that a company are facing are stochastic but follow a known probability distribution [10].
Chandra P. and Fisher M. (1994) compare two approaches, one in which the production
scheduling and vehicle routing problems are solved separately, and another in which they
are coordinated within a single model. The two approaches are applied to 132 distinct
test cases with different values of the basic model parameters, which include the length of
the planning horizon, the number of products and retail outlets, and the cost of setups,
inventory holding and vehicle travel. The reduction in total operating cost from
coordination ranges from 3% to 20%, which indicates the conditions under which
companies should consider the organizational changes necessary to support coordination
of production and distribution [8].
Pyke D. and Cohen M (1994) develop a model of an integrated production-distribution
system comprised of a single station model of a factory, a stockpile of finished goods,
and a single retailer. The distributions of key random variables are approximated to
compute costs and service levels for all products across the supply chain [24].
Viswanathan S. and Mathur K. (1997) consider distribution systems with a central
warehouse and many retailers that stock a number of different products. Demands are
deterministic at retailers for each product. The warehouse acts as a break-bulk center and
does not keep any inventory. The products are delivered via peddling. The objective is
to determine replenishment policies that specify the delivery quantities and the vehicle
routes used for the delivery, so as to minimize the long-run average inventory and
transportation costs. A heuristic approach is developed as a stationary nested joint
replenishment policy for the problem. The proposed heuristic is capable of solving
21
problems involving distribution systems with multiple products, which differs from many
existing methods [28].
In "A review of integrated analysis of production-distribution systems" by Sarmiento A.
and Nagi R. (1999), recent work on integrated analysis of production-distribution systems
is reviewed [25].
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Chapter 2
Model with Deterministic Demand and
a Single Delivery Region
As discussed in chapter one, our objective is to derive certain pricing strategy in
coordination with a company's distribution strategy. By the appropriate price
discrimination integrated in the efficient distribution strategy, we show that we can
optimize an overall profit function. We first discuss the ownership of the transportation
cost, the definition of delivery regions, and the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
application to our problem.
Either a company or its customers assume the cost of transportation for finished goods
shipped from the manufacturer's central facility or warehouse to the customer's door. If
in the contract, the customers actually pay for this transportation cost, the manufacturer
can simply use some third party logistics company to delivery the goods and does not
need to worry about this cost component directly. However, if the manufacturer is
instead responsible for the transportation cost, the company must also address the issue of
the distribution strategy. Another possible practice would be for the manufacturing
company to charge a calculated amount of shipping and handling fee on its customers,
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and on the other hand, manage its own trucking fleet or contract out a third party logistics
company. This type of cost structure could in fact earn a premium on shipping cost.
From the supply chain's perspective, it is also the manufacturer's concern to keep the
transportation cost low even if it is not directly associated with this cost component.
Therefore without loss of generality, we assume in our model that the company owns its
fleet of trucks and pays for the transportation cost.
We further assume that customers are grouped into regions by their geographical location
and their demand level. Each region is treated independently, and we refer it as a
delivery region throughout this thesis. Figure 2-1 gives a graphic view. The company is
allowed to set only one specific price within each delivery region for various practical
reasons. However, the selling prices across different delivery regions can vary.
IP 0
0I
I
I
I
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S .
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Figure 2-1: Customer Geographical Distribution & Delivery Region Representation
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Since each delivery region is treated independently, the truck dispatch for every delivery
region is also scheduled independently. First let us define direct shipping and peddling
again. Direct shipping and peddling are two specific distribution strategies. Direct
shipping involves shipping separate loads from the supplier directly to each customer.
Peddling involves dispatching trucks that deliver items to more than one customer per
load. Since a truck has to visit all the customers assigned to it exactly once, in the local
peddling scenario, it is the well-known Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). In this case, a
company would apply the VRP results to schedule its trucks.
In this chapter, we focus on developing a profit maximization model given that the
customer demand is deterministic and the company groups all of its customers into one
delivery region. We will relax the deterministic demand assumption in chapter 6, and the
single delivery region assumption will be relaxed in chapter 5.
An outline of this chapter is as follows. After listing the assumptions in section 2.1, we
discuss the customer characteristics in section 2.2. Then a model with truckload (TL)
shipments is presented in details in section 2.3, followed by a model with less-than-
truckload (LTL) shipments in section 2.4. Within the section of TL shipments, various
sensitivity analyses are discussed and compared. Section 2.5 seeks to generalize the
model with a combined TL/LTL shipping method.
2.1 Model Assumptions
Based on the assumptions we have discussed in section 1.1, we assume the following.
- Customer demand is deterministic.
" All customers are located in one delivery region.
- In one typical delivery region, we have n customers who are of the same demand
type. In this case, they share exactly the same demand-price curve. We use the
linear demand-price function as our base discussion throughout this chapter.
" Every customer in the delivery regions has to be visited per shipment. In other
words, trucks make stops at all customers for each shipment.
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- The company owns the fleet of trucks, and it pays the transportation cost.
- The company owns its finished products until they reach the customers.
" Prices are constant within the delivery region.
- Customers are subject to a minimum replenishment frequency.
- The manufacturer uses algorithms based on the Vehicle Routing Problem to
schedule its truck fleet.
2.2 Customer Characteristics
Customer demand pattern and their distribution density are the two aspects that
characterize the company's customers in this model. We define density as the number of
customers per square unit of area, and denote it by p. As discussed before, we further
assume that all customers in this delivery region share the same demand-price curve and
therefore incur only one demand level q for each given price. Figure 2-2 below shows
one commonly used demand-price function: linear demand-price function.
q = f(p) -a * p + b
Demand where a>O, b>O.(q)
q = -a*p+b
q---------------
Price (p)
Figure 2-2: Linear Demand-Price Function
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2.3 Model for Truckload (TL) Shipment
Generally, because of the scale economies, truckload (TL) shipments are more attractive
than less-than-truckload (LTL) shipments. When the optimal solution dictates shipping
one TL to each customer, we refer to this as the Direct Shipping Method. And when the
aggregate customer demand is so low that we could not afford to serve them by peddling
one TL per shipment, we will be forced to use LTL Shipments. The LTL shipment
method is presented in section 2.4, and the direct shipping method will be explained in
chapter 3. Special cases are discussed later in more details in this chapter.
2.3.1 Model Objective
The objective of this model is to maximize the total profit for the manufacturer.
2.3.2 Variable Definitions
p Offering price per unit in this region ($/unit)
q Demand per customer (units/(week*customer))
h Manufacturing cost per unit ($/unit)
R Capital of interest ($/week)
D Average round-trip distance from the warehouse to the delivery region (miles)
d Average local peddling delivery distance per truck (miles)
T Average transit time from the warehouse to the delivery region per truck (weeks)
t Average local peddling transit time per truck (weeks)
V Shipment Size (units/shipment)
W Full truckload (units/truck)
y Fixed cost of initiating one truck dispatch ($/dispatch)
a Transportation cost per unit direct shipping distance ($/mile)
#a Transportation cost per unit peddling distance ($/mile)
where 8 is a scale factor.
a- Fixed cost of a customer stop ($/stop)
n Number of customers per delivery region (i.e. delivery region size)
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"I Number of stops per truck
p Customer density (customer per square mile)
p = n / A, where A is the area of the region.
f Shipment frequency (number of shipments/week)
K Approximation constant for calculating d
2.3.3 Decision Variables
p Selling price per unit in this region ($/unit)
r Number of TLs per shipment
where r takes only positive integer values.
2.3.4 Model Formulation
The company's profit is its revenue net its costs. We consider the total cost consisting of
the manufacturing cost, the transportation cost and the inventory cost. Each component
is addressed as follows.
Revenue (per unit) = p (2.1)
Manufacturing Cost (per unit)= h (2.2)
Transportation Cost (per unit) = y + a + r + m (2.3)
W
(Note that D, d, m , T and t are all based on each truck.)
Inventory Cost (per unit) = hR * -- + T + tjj hR* -- + T + t (2.4)
2nq (2nq
In the inventory cost component, the term represents the assumption that the
2nq
manufacturer owns the finished goods for approximately half of their lifetime, from
manufacturing to delivery. The question is how much peddling distance there is, based
on typical heuristic approaches to the Vehicle Routing Problem. One can estimate the
local peddling distance from the number of stops per truck, the customer distribution
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density, etc. See, for example the thesis of Brenda P. Choy, Analyzing Total Distance in
Vehicle Routing Problems, 1996 [4].
A typical peddling situation is shown in Figure 2-3 below.
Ware
Figure 2-3: A Typical Peddling Situation
Therefore, the number of stops per truck is m = (2.5), and the peddling distance per
truck is
d=K mn/rp =K* [nj* n (K=0.6) (2.6)
r rp
Profit (per unit) = MU
MU =p-hR* W+T+t-j+aD+ /dd+ -h (2.7)
2nq W)
Profit = MU * nq = M =f(p,r)
M = npq -hR * -+(T +t)* nq - *nq-hnq (2.8)
2 W
2.3.5 Solutions
As defined in section 2.3.2, the shipment size is V = rW, and the shipment frequency is
f . In order to meet all the demand, we make shipment size times shipment frequency
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equals demand. That is, rW * f = nq with both the RHS (right hand side) and the LHS
(left hand side) conditioned on a fixed period of time. And we get r = nq (2.9).
JW
Using equation (2.9) above, we can find the upper bound of r by imposing a minimum
shipment frequency, denoted by J . Therefore, the upper bound of r, the maximum
number of TLs per shipment is, ru = n' (2.10).
fmi * W_
Thus a vector of r such that = {,2,3,...,ru } could be set up. And for any given r, we
can find the optimal offering price of p* according to equation (2.11) below. Plugging
the linear demand-price function into the equation of the total profit, we get the total
profit as a function of the selling price and r.
M = npq-hR* W+(T +t)*nq - *nq-hnq
2 W
=npq - hR(T + t)+ y +a D + +h *nq-hR* rW
I W ) 2
7+ aD + ow iyn+ -h rW
=np(-ap+b)- hR(T+t)+ +h *n(-ap+b)-hR*
L W j 2
Take the partial derivative of the total profit with respect to the selling price p .
-M(p,r) =0
ap
-2anp+bn+an* hR(T +t) + aD+h =0W
I *bhRT ± D/3ad + O)j+h]
P' =2 + hR(T + t)+ +ha
Therefore, the optimal selling price based on a given r is,
p* =* +hR(T +t) + +haD d j (2.11)
2 a W) 
_
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A notable result in the equation (2.11) is that r directly affects d and m , and indirectly
affects t in deriving the optimal offering price p * . In fact, if r increases, the inventory
cost increases as well but the peddling transportation cost decreases. In chapter 3, we
will look at the scenario where the customers are served by one TL shipment at a time.
2.3.6 Computing Procedures
The procedures for computing an optimal profit and its associated optimal number of TLs
per shipment are given as follows.
1. For any given r, the optimal offering price p* is given above in equation (2.11).
2. By substituting p into equation (2.8), we can get the maximum profit M7*.
3. Repeat 1,2 for the valid vector of r , i.e., r ={r,r,...,r,}, and get a vector of M*,
i.e., 1W =m,*,m*,.. M*I
4. The optimized (maximized) profit is M.. = Max(1*)= M*. Accordingly, the
optimal offering price is p ; the optimal shipment size is V, = r. * W ; and the
-nqj (-ap* + b) * n
optimal shipment frequency is f =q = (.ap )*n
r,*Wr.*W
2.3.7 Sensitivity Analyses
2.3.7.1 What If the Demand Increases?
Suppose that customer demand pattern can be captured by parallel linear demand-price
curves. Thus, when customers' demand becomes larger, it implies a larger b value, say
b1 , where b > b, b = b+ Ab . Figure 2-4 illustrates such a demand change.
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q =f(p)=-a* p+b
Demand where a>O, b>O.
(q)
b
bp
Price (p)
Figure 2-4: Parallel Shift in Linear Demand-Price Function
For the scenario where the customer demand increases, i.e., Ab > 0, let subscript 0
denotes state 0 (initial state/base case), and subscript I denotes state I (the new scenario
with increased demand). In this example, customer demand is larger in state I than in
state 0.
q = -a* po + bo (2.12)
q, =-a* po +b, = -a* po +(bo + Ab) (2.13)
Ab > 0 (2.14)
According to equation (2.10),
= * -ap 0+bO+Ab rU() = n* apo+b) (2.15)
ru' =fm *W fm'"  *W
This implies that as the demand increases, the upper bound of the number of TL per
shipment also increases or at least keeps the same. Therefore, it is possible for us to get a
larger optimal shipment size in state 1, but it is not guaranteed.
According to equation (2.11),
P* = * bo +hR * (T +t)+r+ +O+8a >h (2.16)
2 _a W )(.
I =-* + hR *(T + t)+ (ra 8a+h (2.17)
2 _a W
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It is obvious that p* > p*, which suggests that when demand increases, if we stick to the
same shipment size (rW), we should offer a higher price to maximize the total profit.
However, if we change the shipment size to make it larger, for instance, from three TLs
per shipment to four TLs per shipment, we should re-visit the optimal offering price by
doing the computing procedures illustrated in section 2.3.6. In a special case, if the
iteration results in a same r in both state 0 and state 1, the optimal offering price will
Ab
increase by exactly from equations (2.16) and (2.17).2a
2.3.7.2 What If the Demand Becomes More Elastic?
In this section and the following section, we discuss the effect of customer price elasticity
change on the total profit. When demand becomes more price elastic, a larger a value in
the demand-price function should be used to estimate the demand, as b value keeps the
same. Let's analyze the scenario when the customer demand becomes more elastic.
Similar to before, subscript 0 denotes state 0 (initial state/base case), and subscript 1
denotes state 1 (the new scenario with increased demand elasticity). In this example,
customer demand elasticity is larger in state 1 than in state 0. Figure 2-5 shows a graphic
view of the demand curve change.
Demand
(q)
b
tState 2
PO Price (p)
State 1 State 0
Figure 2-5: Price Elasticity Change in Linear Demand-Price Function
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By definition of the linear demand-price function, we have
q= -aO * po + b (2.18)
q,= -a, * po + b = -(aO + Aa)* po + b (2.19)
Aa > 0 (2.20)
According to equation (2.10),
n -(aO +Aa)po+b r = * ( aopo+ b . (2.21)
ruj =fn *W ) u.n n * W
This implies that as the demand becomes more elastic, the upper bound of the number of
TLs per shipment decreases or at most keeps the same. Therefore, it is possible for us to
get a smaller optimal shipment size in state 1, but again it is not guaranteed.
According to equation (2.11),
* l b ( aD+Qad + 07n
=-* hR * (T +t) D +h (2.22)2 ao  W } I
PL* =I b +hR*(T+t r D +h (2.23)
2 lao +Aa W)
For any Aa that is strictly positive, we have p* < p*. This suggests that when demand
becomes more elastic, if we stick to the same shipment size (rW), we should offer a
lower price to maximize the total profit. However, if we change the shipment size to
make it smaller, for instance, from four TLs per shipment to three TLs per shipment, we
should re-visit the optimal offering price by doing the computing procedures illustrated in
section 2.3.6. In a special case, if the iteration results in a same r in both state 0 and
1(b b__ Aa*b
state 1, the optimal offering price should decrease by *
2 a ao + Aa 2a (aO + Aa)
from equations (2.22) and (2.23).
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2.3.7.3 What If the Demand Becomes Less Elastic (More Inelastic)?
In the opposite case of the previous section, when demand becomes less elastic, a smaller
a value in the demand-price function should be used to estimate the demand, as b value
keeps the same. We now analyze the scenario when the customer demand becomes more
inelastic. Subscript 0 denotes state 0 (initial state/base case), and subscript 2 denotes
state 2 (the new scenario with decreased demand elasticity). In this example, customer
demand elasticity is larger in state 0 than in state 2. Again Figure 2-4 provides a graphic
view.
Similarly, we get
q0 = -a) * PO +b (2.24)
q2 = -a2 * PO +b = -(aO - Aa)* po +b (2.25)
Aa > 0 (2.26)
According to equation (2.10),
r 2  n* (aO - Aa)po + b >ru= n *- aopo +b (2.27)
fn * W _-,.fmin *W
This implies that as the demand becomes more inelastic, the upper bound of the number
of TLs per shipment increases or at least keeps the same. Therefore, it is possible for us
to get a larger optimal shipment size in state 2, but it is not guaranteed.
According to equation (2.11),
PO * +hR * (T +t)+(K+aD+8ad + aml+h (2.28)
2 ao W
p *+hR * (T + + aD + +m +h (2.29)2 2 a -Aa w urrIJ (j
For any Aa that is strictly positive, we have p., > p*. This suggests that when demand
becomes more inelastic, if we stick to the same shipment size (rW), we should offer a
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higher price to maximize the total profit. However, if we change the shipment size to
make it larger, for instance, from three TLs per shipment to four TLs per shipment, we
should re-visit the optimal offering price by doing the computing procedures illustrated in
section 2.3.6. In a special case, if the iteration results in a same r in both state 0 and state
1 ( b b Aa*b2, the optimal offering price should increase by - = from
2 a - Aa ao) 2aO (ao - Aa)
equations (2.28) and (2.29).
2.3.7.4 What If the Customer Density Increases?
If the density p increases, equation (2.6) shows that d (peddling distance per truck)
decreases and therefore t (average peddling traveling time per truck) also decreases as
long as r (number of TLs per shipment) keeps the same. Let's analyze the scenario
when the customer density increases. Subscript 0 denotes state 0 (initial state/base case),
and subscript I denotes state 1 (the new scenario with increased customer density).
Therefore, customers' density is larger in state I than in state 0.
do= K mnlrpo = K * n n (2.30)
r rpo
to do _ K ~n]* n (2.31)V v r rpo
d, =K mn/rp =K* LL]* n (2.32)
r r(poo + Ap)
ti = d,= * * n (2.33)
V v r r(po+Ap)
Ap > 0 (2.34)
where v is the truck's average peddling speed while in the delivery region.
For any Ap that is strictly positive, we have do > d, and to > t].
According to equation (2.11), the optimal offering prices for both states are
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p= * +hR(T +to)+ rY+aD+ado +0n + h] (2.35)2 a W)
pi =-* -+hR(T +, ++ +h (2.36)2 a W
A smaller d will give us a smaller transportation cost, and a smaller t will give us a
smaller inventory cost. The combined cost reduction in state 1 will allow us to choose a
lower offering price in state 1 compared to state 0 as long as we stick to the same
shipment size (rW). The optimal shipment size and the optimal offering price can be
found by doing the computing procedures in section 2.3.6.
In a special case, if the iteration results in a same r in both state 0 and state 1, the optimal
I (hR Ba n*,1
offering price should decrease by -* + *K H *
2 V W r r p o+A
as equation (2.37) shows.
* * I (,,, /kx-*do
P PO = * hR(t, - to + d -2 W
I [hR + j *d K [ * jI-{- p < I o(2.37)
2 v W r r p7 + Ap p
2.3.7.5 What If the Distance Increases?
An increase of the distance from the warehouse to the delivery region would result in an
increased D and T, the per truck average round-trip distance and transit time from the
warehouse to the delivery region respectively. Note that d and t are only associated with
the density, instead of the distance we are discussing here. Thus the distance change does
not have any impact on d and t. Let's analyze the scenario when the distance from the
delivery region to the warehouse increases. Subscript 0 denotes state 0 (initial state/base
case), and subscript 1 denotes state I (the new scenario with increased distance). In this
example, the distance is larger in state 1 than in state 0.
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DI= Do +AD
= Do (2.39)TO VT
D,
T, = -1 (2.40)
AD > 0 (2.41)
where v' is the average speed of the truck from the warehouse to the delivery region (not
the peddling speed).
According to equation (2.11) above, the optimal offering prices for both states are
po* =* L-+hR(T +t)j+ " aDo+iad+o j+h (2.42)2 a W I
P 1 * b +hR(jT +t)+ + aD1 ±I1td±+aj+h (2.43)2 [a WI
According to equation (2.3), the transportation cost goes up with the increased D. And
the inventory cost also goes up with the increased T, by equation (2.4). Therefore, if we
stick to the same shipment size (rW ), the combined cost increasing in state 1 will
enforce us to choose a higher offering price. Again, the optimal shipment size and the
optimal offering price can be found by following the computing procedures in section
2.3.6.
In a special case, if the iteration results in a same r in both state 0 and state 1, the optimal
offering price should increase by -* --4 + * AD, as in equation (2.44).
2 V' W)
* - * RT TO * (D, -D (2.44)
=-*[hR+ *(D -Do) =-I hR+ *AD >0
2 v' W) 2 V' W)
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(2.38)
2.3.8 Special Case: Direct Shipping
W
Figure 2-6: Special Case: Direct Shipping
If the result shows that r = n, we have the number of truckloads per shipment to be
exactly the same as the number of customers in this region. The optimal solution
suggests us direct ship every customer in this region. In other words, each customer is
served by exactly one truckload per shipment, as shown in Figure 2-6 above. We will
resort to the module of direct shipping to find the optimal price.
2.3.9 What If ru <1?
If the result shows that the upper bound of r is less than one, ru <1, we are in a less than
truckload situation. In this case, a low demand density and minimum shipment
requirements limit deliveries in size.
To deal with this situation, on one hand, we can group more customers into this delivery
region if the physical situation allows us to do so. That is we increase n , the number of
customers in a delivery region. But if we cannot group more customers due to certain
constraints, we are forced to the option of serving the customers in this delivery region
with LTL shipments. Thus the customer shipment frequency is maintained at the
manufacturer's cost of dispatching less-than-truckload shipment. The shipment size is
decided by fmin such that Vmax = nq (2.45). This leads us to the LTL shipment model
fm
below in section 2.4.
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2.4 Model for Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) Shipment
2.4.1 Model Objective
The objective of this model is to maximize the total profit for the manufacturer.
2.4.2 Variable Definitions
All variables used in the formulation below have the same definition as in the section
2.3.2.
2.4.3 Decision Variables
p Selling price per unit in this region ($/unit)
V Shipment Size (units/shipment)
Since only one truck is dispatched at a time, if we set the optimal shipment size to be
V = Vi - nq (2.45), we will therefore have only one decision variable p left and the
f'm
problem becomes easy to solve.
2.4.4 Model Formulation
The company's profit is its revenue net its costs. As before, we consider the total cost
consisting of the manufacturing cost, the transportation cost and the inventory cost. Each
component is addressed as follows.
Revenue (per unit) = p
Inventory Cost (per unit) = hR * -- + T
2nq
+ t)
(2.1)
(2.46)
(2.47)-y +aD +/kad +omnTransportation Cost (per unit) = aD ______+___
(2.2)Manufacturing Cost (per unit) = h
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Therefore, we can write the profit as
Profit = M = f(p, V)
-hR* --- +
(2nq
T +t - aD±,d + oni _h *nq
V
Cn 2/0 -0.6* nwhere d=K mn/p =0.6* mn/p =0.6*
2.4.5 Solutions
Set V* = Vmax = nq (2.45) and plug it into equation (2.48) to get M = f(p).
fmin
M =npq - hR * + (T + t) * nq) r + ,J8a nnq - hnq
npq--hR* nq +(T+t)*nq y + m * f__ nq
2f m nq)
K +(T+t) *nq-(+aD+ pad+ M)* fmin hnq2f m i )
2fm
-hnq
+(T+t) +h *nq-(r+aD +fiad+n)*fmin
=np(-ap+b)- hR * I +(T+t) +hj*n(-ap+b)-(Y+aD+3ad
(2fmi)
+On) * fjin
By taking the derivative of M with respect to p , we can get the optimal selling price
p.
aM(p)=0
ap
-2anp+bn+an
p* = I* b+2 a
*LhR*K
(2 fin
hR * K + (T
2fmin
+(T +t) +] =0
Ht) +h
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M = P (2.48)
(2.49)
= npq - hR*
=npq- hR
Therefore, the optimal offering price in the LTL shipment scenario is
P =* -+ hR * +(T+t) +hj2 -a 2fni
(2.50)
2.5 An Integrated TL/LTL Shipment Model
In this section, we try to derive an integrated model that considers both the truckload and
the less-than-truckload shipment scenarios, discussed in the section 2.3 and 2.4.
2.5.1 Objective Function
After comparing the cost components for each scenario, an integrated objective function
is derived at the end of this section.
2.5.1.1 Profit Functions
When 1 5 r < n, we refer to the objective function as MTLP: Truckload peddling.
M TLP = f(p,r)= npq hR *r +(T +t)nqJ j +aD+8ad + m *nq -nhq
When r = n, we direct ship every customer. Now d = 0, t = 0 and m = 1.
We refer to the objective function as MTLd : Truckload direct shipping.
MTLd = npq nW
2
(2.51)+T*nq - + ++ a *±nq -hnq
W
When r <1, we refer to the objective function as MLTL : Less-than-truckload shipping.
MLTL = f(p,r)= P hR* - Y±r!D+ 8ad + m -h *nq
2nq )rW
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(2.8)
(2.48)
2.5.1.2 Transportation Cost Component
We first compare the formulation of the transportation cost component, and then derive
an integrated formulation for both scenarios.
For the TL peddling shipment case (I r < n), the transportation cost per unit is
C y+aD +,Bad+n _Cost - _ W
y+aD +8aK * n* n + *
r rp r
W
For the TL direct shipping case (r = n), the transportation cost per unit is
Transpn Cost = aD+oa*I
W
For the LTL shipment case (r <1), the transportation cost per unit is
y+aD+,6ad +on y+aD+IQaKn /I+cnTranspn Cost = r rW
rW rW
Thus, a general formula for the transportation cost per unit is
Transpn Cost =
y aD+/3aK* Ln , n-rln
Imax(r,1) max(r,1)p n max(r,1)
min(r,1)* W
y~aD+aK * mi{[jn n) * n-*min i,1 *nr +-*min [n ],n)
r )ip r ) n r
min(r,1) * W
(2.55)
2.5.1.3 Inventory Cost Component
As in the previous section, we first compare the formulation of the inventory cost
component, and then derive an integrated formulation for both scenarios.
For the TL peddling shipment case (1 r < n), the inventory cost per unit is
Inventory Cost = hR * -+(T + t)nq
2
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Transpn (2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)
(2.56)
For the TL direct shipping case (r = n), the inventory cost per unit is
Inventory Cost= hR * + Tnq (2.57)
2
For the LTL shipment case (r < I), the inventory cost per unit is
V rW
Inventory Cost = hR * -+ (T +t)nq = hR * -- + (T + t)nq) (2.58)
Thus, a general formula of the Inventory Cost is
Inventory Cost = hR * --- +(T + t * r)* nq (2.59)
2 n
2.5.1.4 Local Peddling Distance
For the TL peddling shipment case (1 r < n), the average local peddling distance per
truck predicted by the VRP is
d = K Vmn/rp =K* n* n (K=0.6). (2.6)
r rp
For the LTL shipment case (r <1), the average local peddling distance per truck is zero.
The formulations of the integrated cost components already capture this property.
For LTL shipment case (r <1), since the number of stops per truck is the same as the
number of customers in this delivery region, we have m = n, and we can write the
average local peddling distance per truck as
d= mn/ p =K* n* K * n (K=0.6) (2.60)
p p
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2.5.1.5 The Integrated Profit Functions for TL and LTL Shipments
Therefore, a general formula of the manufacturer's overall profit is,
M = npq - hR * -+(T +t * r)* nq)
2 n
min L , n * * min ,j *
r ) rp r 
min(r,1) * W
n-r
n 1 r )
*nq -nhq
y+ oD +/aK*
(2.61)
2.5.2 Solutions
Since the upper bound of r, the number of TLs per shipment is,
r L=nq
ru fmin * W
(2.10)
- If ru >1, follow the computing procedures for computing an optimal profit and its
associated optimal number of TLs per shipment.
1. For any given r1, the optimal offering price p is given above in equation (2.11).
2. By substituting p, into equation (2.8), we can get the maximum profit M>*
3. Repeat 1,2 for the valid vector of r, i.e., r ={r,1r2,...,ru}, and get a vector of M*,
i.e., M*{= M*,M* M*}
4. The optimized (maximized) profit is Mmax = Max(M *) = M;. Accordingly, the
optimal offering price is p ; the optimal shipment size is V. r * W ; and the
. nqj (-ap + b)* n
optimal shipment frequency is fj = -(api*
r.* W r.* W
- If ru <1, set r = nq and V* =V.
f'm *W
= nq , and we get
fmm
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p* =-* r +hR* m +(T+t) +h (2.50)2-a (2 in
p* is the optimal selling price and the optimal shipment size is V = nq (2.45). By
frnin
plugging p* into the equation (2.48), we get the maximum profit M*.
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Chapter 3
A Convenient Delivery Strategy:
Dispatch One Truckload at a Time
We introduce an alternative delivery strategy that may be easier to deploy. Instead of
trying to find an optimal number of truckload shipments for each fixed time horizon, the
company may simply choose to dispatch exactly one truckload at a time whenever the
demand over a delivery region reaches one truckload. This is equivalent to setting r =1
in our model derived in chapter two. Besides the convenience of this strategy, it may
increase customer satisfaction due to the company's frequent service/shipments. This
chapter discusses whether this delivery strategy is optimal from the company's
perspective, and gives a lower bound to determine its optimality.
3.1 A Criteria for Determining the Optimality
We first discuss the impact that the variable r has on the total profit. Recall that the
equation (2.8) shows that the total profit is
Profit= MU *nq = M = f(p,r)
M = npq -hR r -- +(T +t)* nq - *nq-hnq (2.8)
2 W
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Note that the total profit is a function of p and r. Also recall equation (2.11), which
gives the optimal selling price based on a given r.
I 1 ~b r~D + 8ad +omn
P * -+hR(T + t)+ + a +jh] (2.11)
As mentioned in the section 2.3.5, r directly affects d and m , and indirectly affects t in
deriving the optimal offering price p *. Specifically, as r increases, m decreases since
each truck needs to visit less number of customers. And d and t also decrease as a
consequence that each truck has less stops to make. In short,
r t ' > dl , t /, m /
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) illustrate the expression of the transportation cost and the
inventory cost. We find that part of the transportation cost are associated with d and
m , and part of the inventory cost are associated with r and t. We subtract the
respective cost components and add them up. Furthermore, we define RRC (r Related
Cost) as the summation times nq, the total demand over one delivery region.
Transportation Cost (per unit) =+ a +,a + o'a (2.3)W
Inventory Cost (per unit) = hR * + T + t= hR* rW+ T + t (2.4)
(2nq (2nq
Summation of associated cost components = hR * -- +t + 8ad oW
2nq W
RRC=hR* rj + tnqJ + +6m *nq (3.1)
2 W
We want to find out the change of RRC in terms of the change of r. Since we have
already known that r can only take integer values (except for the LTL shipments
ARRC . 3RRC
scenario), we explore instead of .
Ar ar
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ARRC RRC(r + 1) - RRC(r) = RRC(r +1) - RRC(r) (3.2)
Ar (r+l)-r
ARRCIf < 0, as r increases incrementally, ARRC decreases. Hence the transportation
Ar
cost and the inventory cost decrease if we choose a larger r. On the contrary, if
ARRC
> 0 , as r increases incrementally, ARRC also increases. Thus the transportation
Ar
cost and the inventory cost increase if we choose a larger r. This implies that we can use
ARRC
as a criteria to determine whether the delivery strategy of serving the customers
Ar
as frequently as possible with one full truckload, with the assumption that r =1 in the
base case.
3.2 Derive a Lower Bound
ARRC
In this section, we show that we can derive a lower bound for Ar
Ar
ARRC = RRC(r +1) - RRC(r)
Ar
=hR* jrl)w+t, nq + * adr+i +OM,+1nq -hR * W +tnq -jr nq
2 r1)( W (2 W
hR * + hRnq* (t', 1r t)+ nq * [8a* (dr+ -dr )+** (mr -m]2 W
(3.3)
According to equation (2.6),
d=Kmnlrp = K* * n (K=0.6) (2.6)
r rp
We write the expression for dr+1 and dr as
dr+ = K * L n l*(n (3.4)
r +I (r +1I)p
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dr =K* *
Therefore, we write d,+,1 - dr as
dr+i di
=K* ]*(r+l)pK* n
=K* *r F1* F (r +1) (
=-K* * *_-F
In order to derive the lower bound for ARRCAr
(3.5)
(3.6)
, we first present and then prove three
lemmas.
Lemma 1 dr+ - d > - Kn
Proof. According to the equation (2.32),
dr, -dr =K* * * *(r)
We write the part in parenthesis explicitly and get the following result.
n 1
r-Il r+1
= 
- * r r I
This is a monotonic decreasing function with respect to r. Since that in the base case,
r = 1, we show that
n]* 1 
)I
Ir r Ir±1I(r + 1)
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(3.7)
nl*-r
-]* * ( r <
--.F * (I 
_ r )r r + I
< - n-*(,_ r
r r + 2
r r r+ Il (r+1)
dr+ -d =- K* -* F* I _ r[ n * jp r r r+ I (r +1)
Kn
Lemma 2 tr+ -t r - Kn
2vv'
Proof. Define v to be the average local peddling speed (miles/hr), therefore
tr+1 -t, ' -d- *(d,+ -d,).V V V
According to Lemma 1, d - d, >
I Kn
tr+ - tr = *(dr+ - dr) KnV 2v4p
n
Lemma 3 mr+ - m, > --
2
Proof. According to equation (2.5), m =
Kn i a
- it is a consequence that
24p
since v should be strictly positive.
(3.10)
Ln-, we can write m and m explicitly as
r +
r
Thus we have
- (m,.+ - mr) = mr - mr+i (3.13)n [ n <n
r r+ I r
This is a monotonic decreasing function with respect to r. Since in the base case r = 1,
we show that
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2
Therefore
Kn
2,1
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.11)
(3.12)
- n n * (
- r )
r + r r+ I
-(M,- M,) = n* I - r [ n- n -= n
r ( r+1 2 2 2
Therefore, mr+ -mr --
n
2
Now let's try to analyze the equation (3.3).
ARRC = RRC(r +1) - RRC(r) = hR * W + hRnq* (t,
Ar 2
ARRC =hR* W+hRnq*(t, 
- tr )+ nq * [a*(d,
Ar 2 W
ARRC >hR*W hRnq* Kn Fnq Kn
Ar 2 2v4y W 2.
t,. )+ nq * [8a* (d,., -d,)+-* (m+ - m,)]W
-d,)+ or * (M,.+i - M)]
2
(3.15)
Thus we have shown that hR * W - hRnq * Kn nq
2 2vF W
Kn#a2*F
ARRCbound for Ar . If we can prove that the lower bound is nonnegative, we can argue
ARRC
that is also nonnegative, which suggests that the transportation cost and the
Ar
inventory cost increase as r increases incrementally. Therefore, if we can prove that the
following inequation (3.16) holds, we can safely argue that it is always our best interest
to serve the delivery region with one full truckload shipment at a time.
hR * W hRnq* Kn nq ,J * Kn +o-*n 0
2 2v4P W 24p 2
(3.16)
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(3.14)
i s a lower
2
There are two issues that we want to mention there. The first one is that
hR * - hRnq * Kn
2 2v J
#a*_Kn n
21F 2
is a lower bound, but may not be a
tight lower bound.
If hR * W hRnq * Kn nq #a Kn
2 2v4F W [ 20
+ c* n>0,
2
ARRC >
Ar
0 , the delivery strategy
discussed in this chapter is optimal.
I f hR* W hRnq* Kn nq Kn +,* < 0, ARRC
2 24P W 2 /- 2 Ar
is free (it can be positive,
negative or zero), we are uncertain about the optimality of the delivery strategy discussed
in this chapter.
Hence, if in some case, hR * W hRnq #a * +
2 2v/ W 21F
turns out to
ARRC
be strictly negative, it may still be possible that r =1 is the best solution as Ar
could
be positive.
The second issue is that the inventory cost while the truck is peddling in the delivery
regon h~n *Kn
region (hRnq * )I is always very small compared to the half-truckload inventory
holding cost per year (hR * -) because the average local peddling time is usually in the
2
magnitude of hours.
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3.3 Numerical Examples
In this section, we give two examples to show numerically that the lower bound we have
derived could be strictly negative, which implies that we are uncertain about the
optimality of the delivery strategy.
3.3.1 Example 1
[Example 11
h $100 per item a = $1.4 per mile
R 25% per year 8 = 2
W 200 items per load a = $40 per stop
n = 30 customers v = 20 miles per hr
q = 25 item per week K 0.6
p= 0.01 per square mile
Assumptions:
1) The time horizon is half a year.
2) The offering price is fixed here, therefore the demand is constant.
hR * =100*
2
2000.25* =2500
2
hRnq* Kn =100* 0.25 * 30* 25 * 26
2vlF
nq Kn
*l #* +
W 2
* 0.6* 30 * 1 =250.43
2*20*0.01 365*24
3__*25*26 0.6*30 3 o0* 6I 2*1.4* +40* 3 =83070
200 L02* 0.1 2]_
hR * hRnq* Kn nq , , Kn + * -=2500-250.43-83070=-80820.43<0
2 2v1 W 20 2
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3.3.2 Example 2
[Example 2]
h $30 per item a = $1.4 per mile
R 25% per year # = 2
W = 2000 items per load a = $40 per stop
n = 30 customers v 20 miles per hr
q = 50 item per week K 0.6
p= 0.01 per square mile
Assumptions are the same as in example 1.
hR * = 30 *0.25 * 2000 = 7500
2 2
Kn __.6*3____hRnq* = 30*0.25*30*50*26* 0.6* 30
2vJ 2*20 * 0(.01
/8a * Kn +
2J
1 =150.26
365 * 24
30*50*26* 2*14* 0.6*30 30
2000 [ 2* 0.01 2 j
hR*W
2
hRnq* Kn
2vP
Since the lower bound of
nq a* Kn +* n
W _ 2 p- 2
ARRC is strictly negative
Ar
= 7500-150.26-16614 = -9264.26<0
based on the analyses above, we are
ARRC
uncertain about the sign of , and thus cannot
Ar
argue that r =1 will return the
maximum profit. The two examples above show that the increase of transportation cost
is too high that it is not necessarily optimal for companies to choose r = 1 and serve
customers as frequently as possible.
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Chapter 4
A Discussion on Deterministic
Demand-Price Functions
As setting up optimal prices is a key component of this thesis, we need to develop
assumptions for demand functions to reflect the demand change as the price fluctuates.
In this chapter, we present three types of deterministic demand-price functions. We first
discuss two commonly used functions that describe customers' demand-price
relationship: linear demand-price function and constant price elasticity. Then we
introduce the Bass Diffusion model, which is the standard form of modeling the sales of
new durable products. The Bass Diffusion model is further integrated with the
assumption of linear demand-price function and the demand function with constant price
elasticity respectively.
4.1 Linear Demand-Price Function
Linear demand-price function is the most frequently made assumption in describing how
the customers respond to price changes. The demand can be expressed as an affine
function of the price, as shown in the equation (4.1) below, where a and b are positive
factors. Any change in the price Ap results in a change in the demand Aq, which is
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linear to the price change. The equation (4.1) suggests that Aq = -a * Ap. Refer to
Figure 2-2 in chapter two for a graphic view: the demand decreases linearly as the price
increases; there is a saturated demand (q = b) when the price equals to zero, and when
the price gets high enough, the demand drops to zero.
q =-a * p+b (4.1)
We derive the elasticity of demand with respect to price as the resulted fractional
incremental change of the demand divided by the fractional incremental change of the
price.
E a * P ap (4.2)
ap Q -ap+b ap-b
It is notable that E varies in terms of the p value. In other words, at various price
levels, the corresponding elasticity is different. Recall that the equation (2.11) gives the
optimal selling price based on a given r.
P* I *b r+a #d + amn
=* +hR * (T +t )+(Ya +h (2.11)
2 a WI
If the company adopts the delivery strategy discussed in chapter three, which dispatches
one truckload at a time, we plug in r = 1 and get
p =-* + hR * (T +)t, )+(y ~aD<dl ±mj+h (4.3)2 a W
where d, = K * n* = Kn /P (4.4)
p
K * * n Kn (4.5)
V p v=p(
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4.2 Constant Price Elasticity Demand Function
Another common assumption about the demand is to assume that elasticity of the demand
to the price is constant at any price level. Consistent with what discussed so far in section
4.1, the elasticity of demand with respect to price is defined as the resulted incremental
change of the demand divided by the incremental change of the price. The demand
function is often expressed as in equation (4.6) or (4.7), where e and f are positive
factors.
q = e* p' (4.6)
In q = In e + 1 * ln p (4.7)
Thus the demand price elasticity is constant at f . Figure 4-1 shows the demand price
function.
E f * = f (4.8)
3p Q e* p-f
Demand q=f(p)=e*pI
(q)
where e > 0, f > 0
Price (p)
Figure 4-1: Constant Price Elasticity Demand Function
Recall the profit function in equation (2.8). In chapter two, we used the linear demand-
price function as described in section 4.1. At this time, we plug in the demand function
that has constant price elasticity as in equation (4.6). The optimal offering price changes
to the form in equation (4.9).
M = npq -hR * -+(T +t)* nq - *nq-hnq (2.8)
2 W
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p* = *[hR(T+t)+j+ /kx+u +h] (4.9)f + I W
Compare equation (4.9) to (2.11), it is interesting to see that the expressions are quite
similar except that the optimal offering price derived using the linear demand-price
function has a multiplier of one half, while the optimal price derived using the constant
demand price elasticity has a multiplier of . And the latter does not have theI +1
b
constant term of -.
a
* = + hR*(T +t)+ ++ +h (2.11)
2 a W )
p* = * hR(T+t)+ 1 ±aL <O3d + 0 1j +h (4.9)f +1I W)_
If we adopt the delivery strategy of dispatching one truckload at a time, we set r I and
get the optimal offering price as
P* *hR(T+tl)+ +8,+m+h (4.10)f + _ W) _
where di = K * n*-= Kn /I (4.4)
t* n Kn (4.5)
4.3 Demand Function of New Durable Products
4.3.1 Bass Diffusion Model
First we introduce the Bass Diffusion model, which is a well-known parametric approach
to estimating new product demand trajectory over time. It is the standard form of
modeling the sales of new durable products. Bass Diffusion model has been discussed in
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a rich literature. For example, Ho TH, Savin S., and Terwiesch C. (2002) study how a
firm should manage its supply processes in a new product diffusion environment with
backorders and lost sales [17]. Meixell MJ and Wu SD (2001) propose an approach to
analyzing demand scenarios in technology-driven markets where product demands are
volatile, but follow a few identifiable lifecycle patterns [23].
The demand function of the Bass Diffusion model is determined by the product's
innovation and imitation factors, the total number of potential sales over the product's life
cycle, and the current cumulative sales. The demand is dynamically reevaluated by the
cumulative sales already took place. Equation (4.11) presents the mathematical terms.
dx(t )
q =g(S -x)+h(S -x)x (4.11)di
where q is the sales rate (or demand rate)
S is the total number of potential sales over the life cycle of the product
g is the coefficient of innovation
h is the coefficient of imitation
x is the cumulative sales
The model is designed to answer the question: when will customers adopt a new product
or technology? The term innovation is used to refer to external influences, and the term
imitation is used to refer to internal influences. The assumptions made for the Bass
Diffusion model are as follows.
- Diffusion process is binary (consumer either adopts, or waits to adopt).
- Constant maximum potential number of buyers (N).
- Eventually, all N will buy the product.
- No repeat purchase, or replacement purchase.
- The impact of the word-of-mouth is independent of adoption time.
- Innovation is considered independent of substitutes.
- The marketing strategies supporting the innovation are not explicitly included.
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Equation (4.11) can be written conceptually as
Sales at time t Innovation Effect + Imitation Effect
g * Remaining Potential + h * Adopters * Remaining Potential.
where Remaining Potential = Total Potential - Number of Adopters (up to time t).
4.3.2 Combining Bass Diffusion Model with the Linear Demand
Function
In this section, we integrate the linear demand price function to the Bass Diffusion model
such that the demand becomes the consequence of the price. Suppose that both the
innovation coefficient and the imitation factor can be expressed as a linear pattern to the
price.
Let g=-al *p+bl (4.12)
and h=-a2 *p+b 2  (4.13)
where a1 , b1, a2 , b2 are carefully chosen coefficients that well reflect the linear
relationship between the innovation factor g and the price p , and between the imitation
factor h and the price p .
Plugging equations (4.12) and (4.13) to equation (4.11), we get
q = g(S -x)+h(S -x)x =(-a,* p+b)* (S -x)+(-a. * p +b 2 )* (S - X)X (4.14)
q = -[a,(S - x)+a 2 (S - X)x]* P +b(S -x)+b 2 (S -x x ] (4.15)
Now the demand becomes a function of the price p, the total number of potential sales
over the life cycle of the product S, and the cumulative sales x.
Comparing (4.15) with the linear demand function as in (4.1),
q =-a * p+b (4.1)
q =--a,(S -x) + a, (S - x)x] * p +[b,(S - x) +b,(S -x xx] (4.15)
we substitute
a = a,(S -x)+ a2 (S -x)x (4.16)
b=b,(S-x)+b 2 (S-X)x (4.17)
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According to equation (4.2), equation (4.18) below shows the elasticity of the demand to
the price in the Bass Diffusion/Linear Demand model.
E = * = -a* = ap
3p Q -ap+b ap-b
(4.2)
E = * P =
ap Q
ap _aj(S-x)+a 2(S - X)x]* p
ap -b (al(S-x)+a2(S-X )X*P-lb.(S-x)+b2 (S - X )X
Consequently, we have the updated optimal offering price as
b,(S -x)+b 2(S -x )x
a, (S-x)+a2 (S-x)x
+ hR * (T + t)+ W)
4.3.3 Combining Bass Diffusion Model with the Constant Price
Elasticity Demand Function
In this section, we integrate the demand function with constant price elasticity to the Bass
Diffusion model. Suppose that both the innovation coefficient and the imitation factor
can be expressed as a constant elasticity function to the price.
Let g=e, * p / (4.20)
and h = e 2 * p (4.21)
where el, f, e2 , f2 are carefully chosen coefficients that well reflect the relationship
between the innovation factor g and the price p , and between the imitation factor h and
the price p .
Plugging equations (4.20) and (4.21) to equation (4.11), we get
q=g(S -x)+h(S -x)x = e*p)*(S-x)+(e2 *p )*(S x)x
q=e,(S-x)*p'i +e 2 (S x)x*2pI
(4.22)
(4.23)
Now the demand becomes a function of the price p , the total number of potential sales
over the life cycle of the product S, and the cumulative sales x.
Compare (4.23) with the demand function with constant price elasticity as in (4.6).
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* 
*
(4.18)
+h] (4.19)
q = e* p1  (4.6)
q =e,(S -x)* p + e,(S -x)x* p,2 (4.23)
We derive the elasticity of the demand to the price in the Bass Diffusion/Constant Price
Elasticity Demand model as shown in equation (4.25).
E - * -[ei f;(S -x)* p +e-,(S -x)x*p]*
Qap Q 2
E ef(S-x)*pf+efIlS-~x)x*p
e (S -x)* p' +e2(S -x)x* pI2
Recall the profit function in equation (2.8).
rW
M =npq -hR * -+
(2
(T + t)* nq -+aD±ad j0n * nq - hnqW (2.8)
By setting - 0, we find that the optimal offering price has to satisfy the following
ap
el(f, +1)(S -x)* pI +e 2(f2 +1)(S -x)x* pI"
eif,(S-x)*p- +e 2f 2 (S-x)x*p 2
or equivalently S1+
E ,
p = hR * (T + t) + +aD +#d +7n + h
W
And thus the result for p is
P = E' *hR*(T+t)+ +h
I1+ EQ,) W )
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p
e, (S -x)*p-' + e2(S-X)X* pI
(4.24)
(4.25)
p = hR * (T +t)j + +a + +h
W ()
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
Chapter 5
Application on across Delivery Region
Situations
In chapter two, we discussed a model for determining the integrated pricing and delivery
strategy in a two-echelon supply chain. One of the assumptions that we have made there
is that the manufacturer serves only one delivery region. In other words, all customers
are grouped into one delivery region. In this chapter, we will try to relax this assumption
to accommodate the situation where customers are distributed in different delivery
regions. The model developed later in this chapter presents an integrated pricing and
delivery strategy based on this new setting. The results arrived in chapter two
nevertheless built a foundation for the discussion in this chapter. Here we distinguish
between two scenarios. While in the first scenario, prices are allowed to be variable for
different delivery regions, only one price should be offered in the second scenario. Their
implications are also discussed.
5.1 Model Assumptions
Considering the relaxation of the number of delivery regions and the assumptions we
have made in section 2.1 of chapter two, we assume the following.
- Customer demand is deterministic.
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- Customers are located in more than one delivery region.
- In one typical delivery region, we have n customers who are of the same demand
type. In this case, they share exactly the same demand-price curve. But demand
curves can vary between different delivery regions.
" We use either the linear demand-price function or the constant price elasticity
demand function to represent the demand types of all customers in our
discussion.
- Each customer in every delivery region has to be visited each shipment. In other
words, trucks make stops at all customers for each shipment.
" Assignments of trucks to each delivery region are independent. That is, trucks
assigned to delivery region A cannot help ship some products to delivery region
B even if they have extra capacity.
" The company owns the fleet of trucks, and it pays the transportation cost.
- The company owns its finished products until they reach the customers.
- Prices are constant within the same delivery region.
" Customers are subject to a minimum replenishment frequency.
" The manufacturer uses algorithms based on the Vehicle Routing Problem to
schedule its truck fleet.
5.2 Scenario One: Prices are Allowed to Be Variable for
Different Delivery Regions
If we can vary the offering prices across delivery regions, we can simply treat each
delivery region as independent entities, and apply our previous results of pricing and
delivery strategies. This flexibility of pricing allows the manufacturer to first group its
customers to distinct delivery regions and then derive the locally optimal pricing and
distribution strategies for each delivery region. Fortunately, it happens that the package
of the locally optimal strategies turns out to be globally optimal, which maximizes the
manufacturer's overall profit for all of its customer base. Therefore, the optimal price
and the shipment frequency for each delivery region hold true for the across delivery
region scenario, given that the prices are allowed to be variable.
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However, for various practical reasons, a company may be restricted to offer only one
constant price for all of its customers. As certain parameters change, such as the
customer demand or the number of customers in a delivery region (growing end user
population), the company can roll out a new set of pricing and distribution strategies from
time to time. However, we here assume that at any given time, it chooses to stick to a
single price for all of its delivery regions. The following section presents a systematic
discussion of the changes according to this assumption.
5.3 Scenario Two: Prices Need to Be Kept Constant across
Delivery Regions
For the discussion below, we assume that the manufacturer does not have pricing
flexibility and can only offer one single price to all delivery regions. This yields
differences from the models of chapter two. Without loss of generality, we further
assume that there are only two delivery regions. The insights presented at the end also
apply to situations with multiple delivery regions.
5.3.1 Model Objective
The objective of this model is to maximize the total profit for the manufacturer.
5.3.2 Variable Definitions
In the purpose of clarity, we here define all variables that will be used in the model. Note
that some variables are already defined in section 2.3.2 of chapter two.
p Offering price per unit in this region ($/unit)
qA Demand per customer in delivery region A (units/(week*customer))
qB Demand per customer in delivery region B (units/(week*customer))
h Manufacturing cost per unit ($/unit)
R Capital of interest ($/week)
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D Average round-trip distance from the warehouse to delivery region A (miles)
DB Average round-trip distance from the warehouse to delivery region B (miles)
dA Average local peddling delivery distance per truck in delivery region A (miles)
dB Average local peddling delivery distance per truck in delivery region B (miles)
TA Average transit time per truck from the warehouse to delivery region A (weeks)
TB Average transit time per truck from the warehouse to delivery region B (weeks)
tA Average local peddling transit time per truck in delivery region A (weeks)
tB Average local peddling transit time per truck in delivery region B (weeks)
V Shipment Size (units/shipment)
W Full truckload (units/truck)
7 Fixed cost of initiating one truck dispatch ($/dispatch)
a Transportation cost per unit direct shipping distance ($/mile)
,Ga Transportation cost per unit peddling distance ($/mile)
where # is a scale factor.
a- Fixed cost of a customer stop ($/stop)
nA Number of customers in delivery region A (i.e. the size of delivery region A)
nB Number of customers in delivery region B (i.e. the size of delivery region B)
mA Number of stops per truck in delivery region A
mB Number of stops per truck in delivery region B
PA Customer density in delivery region A (customer per square mile)
PA = nA / AA , where A is the area of delivery region A.
PB Customer density in delivery region B (customer per square mile)
PB B / B where AB is the area of delivery region B.
fA Shipment frequency for delivery region A (number of shipments/week)
f, Shipment frequency for delivery region B (number of shipments/week)
K Approximation constant for calculating dA and dB
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5.3.3 Decision Variables
p Selling price per unit in delivery region A and B ($/unit)
rA Number of TLs per shipment for delivery region A
rB Number of TLs per shipment for delivery region B
where rA and r, take only positive integer values.
5.3.4 Model Formulation
The company's profit is its revenue net its costs. As before, we consider the total cost
consisting of the manufacturing cost, the transportation cost and the inventory cost. Each
component is addressed as follows.
Revenue (per unit) = p (2.1)
Manufacturing Cost (per unit) = h (2.2)
Transportation Cost (per unit) for delivery region A
7+ aDA+ 8crdA +xn (5.1)
W
Transportation Cost (per unit) for delivery region B
7+DB + #adB B (5.2)
W
(Note that DA, DB, A, dB, m, mB, TA, TB and tAItB are all based on each truck.)
Inventory Cost (per unit) for delivery region A =
hR* A +T4 +t =hR* +TA +t (5.3)
Inventory Cost (per unit) for delivery region B =
*B =hR* W T6B I (5.4)
2nBq )TB\2qB 
We calculate the peddling distance based on typical heuristic approaches to the Vehicle
Routing Problem. Recall equation (2.6) in chapter two.
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d = K~mn/ rp = K*
Therefore, the average local peddling distance per truck for delivery region A is
dA=K mAnA/ rApA = K* nAt* nA
and that for delivery region B is
dB= KmBnB /rBpB = K* nB rB
"B rB B
We derive the profit term by taking into account all of its components.
Profit (per unit) in delivery region A = MUA
hR* r, +T
~2n qA
Profit (per unit) in delivery region B = MUB
MUB = p- hR
2nBqB
+ TB tB) B +
/JadB + OnlB
W
Profit in delivery region A = MA * ngq = MA = f(p, rA)
MA = npqA -hR * +
2
(TA +tA)*nAqA ) - 7+ aDA
+Iiad +GlfnA
W
* nAqA 
- hn qA
(5.9)
Profit in delivery region B = MUB * nqB MB = Bf(prB)
(TB +t)*n B q -(r+ aD, +B
/gad, +OfnB
W
Thus M, the total profit over two delivery regions A and B is the summation of M
MB *
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(5.5)
(5.6)
MUA= P- +/iadA + MA h
W)
(5.7)
-h (5.8)
MB BPnB -hR* +(2 * nBqB
-hnBqB
(5.10)
and
(K=-0.6) (2.6)[n], n
r rp
+tA) - r+aDA
M=MA +MB =
n pqA -hR*jAW +(T +tA)*n q j jY A+/ 3 adA+ *n q -hn q
2 W
+nBpqB hR* rBy +(TB tB)nBB _ jJB +/ixdB +OmB JnBqB -hnBB
2 W
5.3.5 Solutions
By definition, the shipment size is V = rW, and the shipment frequency is f . We now
drop the subscripts on n, q, r and f to denote the number of customers, customer
demand, the number of truckloads per shipment and shipment frequency respectively for
each delivery region. In order to meet all the demand, we make shipment size times
shipment frequency equals demand. That is, rW * f =nq with both the RHS and the
LHS conditioned on a fixed period of time. And we get r = nq (2.9).
JW
Since the customers are subject to a minimum shipment frequency, we find the upper
bound of r , the maximum number of TLs per shipment as, r- = q (2.10).
_fmin *W _
Therefore, we have for delivery region A
= nqA] (5.12)
rU * W_LfA min J
and for delivery region B
rUB - B (5.13)
_UB f min * W 
_
Thus a vector of r. and a vector of rB such that rA ={1,2,3,...,rU}, rB ={1,2,3,..., rUB
could be set up. And for any given r and r., we can find the optimal offering price of
p according to equation (5.18) below for the linear demand-price function case. For the
case of constant price elasticity demand function, a more complex procedure is required.
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5.3.5.1 Linear Demand-Price Function Scenario
If the customer demand can be captured by the linear demand-price function, the
individual demand of the customers in delivery region A can be expressed as
qA = -a * p+bA (5.14)
and that in delivery region B as
qB-a, p ± B (5.15)
where a, = aB is assumed in most cases so that the demand-price curves of different
demand types are parallel.
Plugging the linear demand-price functions into the equation of the total profit (5.11), we
get the total profit as a function of the selling price p and the number of truckloads per
shipment rA, rB.
M=MA +MB =M(p,r,rB)
=npqA hR * A +(T, +tA)* nq aA *nAqA -hnAqA(2 W
+nBpqB -hR * B ±(TB +tB)*fBq + Bad B +o'LfjB -BqBhnBSq(2 W
nAp (aA * P+bA)-hR* rA2W +(TA +tA)* n a * p(+abA
r7+aDA +IPadA +CA *(aA *p+b)-hl *(aA * p+bA )
W
+nBp(aB *p+bB)-hR* rBW +(TB +B B B *p+bB
r+aDB +IBadB +CfB jfB (a * p+bB)-hnB *(a *p+bB)
W
(5.16)
Take the partial derivative of the total profit with respect to the selling price p .
aM(p,r,rB) = 0, or
ap
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(nAbA +nBbB) +AnA * hR*(TA +t,)+(Y+aDA + Ajj+h]W j
+ aBnB * [hR *(TB +I B+ +aB,84 +MI+h =2*(n aA+n BaB) P
WI
(5.17)
Therefore, the optimal selling price based on any given rA and rB is,
p = *
p 2*(n a +nBB )
(ngbA +fnBbB)
+aAnA * hR *(TA +t,)+( ±/adA +MnA +h
W
+ aB B* [hR *(TB tB)+(YOB+8d M + h
I W
5.3.5.2 Constant Price Elasticity Demand Function Scenario
On the other hand, if the customer demand can be approximated by the constant price
elasticity demand function, the individual demand of the customers in delivery region A
is
qA= eA * pA (5.19)
and that in delivery region B is
qB B * pB (5.20)
Thus the total profit can be written as a function of the selling price p and the number of
truckloads per shipment rA, rB by plugging in the demand functions.
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(5.18)
M =MA +MB =M(P,r,rB)
= n pqA -hR * +(TA2 +tA)* 
nAqA -
+±adA +cM nJqAhnq
W
+nBpqB 
-hR* rB7+(TB +tB)(2
=nAp* (eA * pA- hR* rAW +
+±/adB +nB
-
(y+DB
(TA +tA)* n *(eA *
W
ptA))
*
+/3 adA+MnA* 
nJ
W)
_ r+aDA
+nBP(eB *PfB )-hR
_ 7+ B +/adB
W
*(rW +
S2
+ OMB ) B
* (e * P 
-hnA*(e* pA)
(TB +tB) B (eB *P )jj
(e* PB) hn (BB
(5.21)
Taking the partial derivative of the total profit with respect to the selling price p, we get
-M(p,r,rB) = 0
ap
nAeA(fA + l)p^ +nBeB (fB + l)P
- ngefAP * hR
-nBeBf Bp * hR
* (TA +tA)+
*(TB B
+aD ~Lr +- a + ,1 -LI7'
W
B o +,fadB B 07
w
In this case, the optimal selling price p cannot be expressed in a closed form formula.
However, it can be found by an iterative procedure.
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nBqB -hnBqB
jJ+h]
=0
(5.22)
)+ h
5.3.6 Algorithm for Optimal Price
The procedures for computing an optimal profit and its associated optimal number of
truckloads per shipment are given as follows.
1. For any given rj and rBI, the optimal offering price p is given above in
equation (5.18), or by computation using (5.22).
2. By substituting p into equation (5.11), we can get the maximum profit M*
3. Repeat 1,2 for the combination of the valid values of rA and rB , where
rA ={1,2,3,..., rA}, rB ={1,2,3,..., rUB}, and get a vector of M*, i.e.,
M* ={M,,M21,...,M}
4. The optimized (maximized) profit is M =Max(A*)=M*. Accordingly, themax MaM I-M.Acrigy h
optimal offering price is p*. The optimal shipment size for delivery region A is
VA= rAl * W. And the optimal shipment frequency for delivery region A is
fA= rn1 * W . The optimal shipment size for delivery region B isV B*
And the optimal shipment frequency for delivery region B is ~ nBqB
r * W
Note that in step 3 above, most often we don't need to try all the combinations of r and
rB . Typically we can establish a subset of r from {1,2,3,...,r } and a subset of rB from
{1,2,3,..., ruB} that are appropriate. The combinations of the elements in the subsets can
then be used to derive the vector of M*. As an example, if the company is only
interested in shipping its customers as often as possible, as discussed in chapter three, we
only need to set rA =1 and rB =1, plug them into equation (5.18) in the linear demand-
price function case and get the optimal price directly. This may largely reduce the
number of calculations.
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Chapter 6
Model with Stochastic Demand and a
Single Delivery Region
We have already discussed in chapter two the distribution and pricing strategies in one
delivery region given deterministic customer demand. The results in chapter two set the
foundation for further analysis and provide valuable insights into our new problem
settings. However, in reality, the customer demand is not deterministic. It usually
follows a pattern with stochastic nature. In this chapter, we relax the assumption of
deterministic demand. By stipulating stochastic demand, we develop a modified model
in section 6.3 and discuss its implications. We follow by comparing the optimal offering
price in this new demand setting to that found in chapter two. Throughout this chapter,
we restrict our analysis to one delivery region.
6.1 Model Assumptions
Considering the relaxation of customer demand and the assumptions we have made in
section 2.1 of chapter two, we further assume the following.
- Customer demand is stochastic.
- In one typical delivery region, we have n customers.
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- In one delivery region, the individual customer demand is independently,
normally distributed with mean pi and variance &2 (i=1 .. .n).
- We use either the linear demand-price function or the constant price elasticity
demand function to represent the demand types of all customers in our
discussion.
6.2 Demand and Safety Stock Statistics
We first introduce a series of notation and statistics to get a better understanding of the
individual customer demand, the average demand, and the aggregate demand. Based on
that, two inventory management policies are presented and their corresponding safety
stock levels are derived.
6.2.1 Variable Definitions
X, A random variable representing the individual customer i's demand (units/week)
(i=l...n )
p The mean of the individual customer i's demand (units/week) (i = ... n)
a- The standard deviation of the individual customer i's demand (units/week)
(i=l...n )
Y A random variable representing the average customer demand (units/week)
py The mean of the average customer demand (units/week)
Cy The standard deviation of the average customer demand (units/week)
Z A random variable representing the aggregate (total) customer demand
(units/week)
pz The mean of the aggregate customer demand (units/week)
az The standard deviation of the aggregate customer demand (units/week)
0 The standard deviation to mean ratio of the random variable Y
P Same as fly, for notation convenience
Same as a,, for notation convenience
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n Number of customers in the delivery region (i.e. delivery region size)
z Safety stock factor
L The lead time from a product being ordered to it being ready for shipping (weeks)
/ The review period for periodic review inventory management policy (weeks)
6.2.2 Demand Statistics
We define two random variables Y and Z to represent the average and aggregate
demand in the delivery region, respectively. We set
1 1(61
Y =(XI + X 2 +..+ XJ Y=- X, (6.1)
n n j_1
and Y is a random variable representing the average demand. Since XIX 2 . X,, are
independent, normally distributed with mean pu and variance a2 (i =1.. .n), the
expected value (mean) and the variance of Y are as follows.
E(Y)= E I(X + X 2 + X
n
- *E(X +X2 +.+Xn)
n
1
- *[E(x) + E(X2)+...+ E(X)]
n
1() (6.2)
n j=1
Var(Y) =VarLI±(XI ±X, .. +2
1
2 ar(X + X2 +.+ X)
n
= *2 Var(X )+ Var(X 2 )+...+Var(X,)]
n
Var(Y)1= * Y (6.3)
n a=X
We also set Z =X 1 + X, +i...±+X~ ZX1  (6.4)
i=1
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and Z is a random variable representing the aggregate demand. Since X1, X 2 ,... .X, are
independent, normally distributed with mean p and variance cT/ (i =1.. .n), the
expected value (mean) and the variance of Z are as follows.
E(Z) = E(X, + X, +... Xj)
=E(X,)+ E(X2)+...+ E(X,)
E(Z)'= (6.5)
Var(Z)= Var(X, + X, +...+ Xj)
=Var(X,)+ Var(X 2 )+... + Var(X,)
n
Var(Z) = ZOr (6.6)
For the convenience of notation, we introduce the terms p, o and b, and set
p = p, and a = a,. Therefore, we have
fy= * (6.7)
n
== a (6.8)
pz = pj = n P (6.10)
i=1
07> 2* (6.91)
yc.2 Eu =n,~ a (6.11
i=1
a7= nig (6.12)
Since # is defined as the standard deviation to mean ratio of the random variable Y, we
derive 0 as p= = (6.13). Consequently we get u=#p =/j (6.14). Recall that
puy p
q is defined in chapter two as the average demand per customer per week, so we have
q = p. An important assumption is that for a specific delivery region, # is constant. It is
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useful to measure the delivery region's a when its average demand p (q) changes as
price varies.
6.2.3 Inventory Management Policies and Safety Stock
The two commonly used inventory management policies are the Continuous Review
policy (also called the QR model) and the Periodic Review policy (also called the Base
Stock model). The continuous review policy requires order fixed quantity (Q) when the
total inventory at-hand drops below a reorder point (R). And the periodic review policy
requires order at fixed time intervals to raise the total inventory at-hand to a certain preset
order-up-to-level. The continuous review method is usually used to monitor A-items
because it is more expensive compared to the periodic review alternative. Because of the
different nature of how these two policies manage inventory, the safety stocks associated
with them are therefore different. The safety stock we keep in our central production
facility to hedge the customer demand uncertainty is as follows.
Continuous Review Policy (QR Model)
Safety Stock = z * uz * J = zno(ii = znoqjI (6.15)
Periodic Review Policy (Base Stock Model)
Safety Stock = z *z* L +l = znuL +I = znoqJL +L (6.16)
To summarize, the safety stock level is
SS = zn/qxj'L + / (6.17), where / = 0 if the QR Model is used in managing the
inventory. In the model development below, we will include the safety stock
consideration into the inventory cost component to reflect the added cost due to the
demand uncertainty.
6.3 Model with Stochastic Demand and One Delivery Region
In this section, we develop a model that handles the stochastic demand. We assume that
all customers reside in one delivery region.
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6.3.1 Model Objective
The objective of this model is to maximize the total profit for the manufacturer.
6.3.2 Variable Definitions
All variables have been defined in either section 2.3.2 of chapter two or section 6.2.1
above. But note that q is now the average demand per customer in the delivery region
(units/(week*customer)).
6.3.3 Decision Variables
p Selling price per unit in this region ($/unit)
r Number of TLs per shipment
where r takes only positive integer values.
6.3.4 Model Formulation
The company's profit is its revenue net its costs. As before, we consider the total cost
consisting of the manufacturing cost, the transportation cost and the inventory cost. In
the discussion below, the safety stock factor is included in the total inventory cost. Each
component is addressed as follows.
Revenue (per unit) = p (2.1)
Manufacturing Cost (per unit) = h (2.2)
Transportation Cost (per unit) = y_+_______+_ (2.3)
W
(Note that D, d, m , T and t are all based on each truck.)
Inventory Cost (per unit)
= hR* -- +T+t +hR *
(2nq nq
= hR* rW+T +t +hR*zp L+l (6.18)
(2nq
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The new inventory cost component shown in equation (6.18) above is the old inventory
cost component (equation (2.4): hR * -+T+t )plus the
2nq
As discussed in chapter two, the number of stops per truck is
safety stock.
m = -n] (2.5), and the
r
(2.6)
peddling distance per truck is
d=K mn/rp = K * n n
r rp
Therefore, Profit (per unit) =_ Mu
(K=0.6)
Mu =p-hR(* rW +T+t
((2nq)
-hR * z L+l -Y+aD+ad +n 
Profit = MU * nq = M = f(p,r)
M =npq -hR rW +
2
(T + t) * nqJ - hR * z nqL+l (aD+I-ad+j * nq -hnq
(6.20)
6.3.5 Solutions
As discussed before, we have r = nq
JW
(2.9) and r, =I nqf1m *Wj (2.10). Thus a vector
of r such that F = {1,2,3,...,ru }could be set up. We assumed that the customer demand is
stochastic. But at the same time, it is also a function of the offering price. We keep
safety stock at the central facility to cope with the stochastic nature of the demand, and
still express the average demand per customer q as a function to the offering price of p .
Based on what kind of demand function we assume, for any given r, we can find the
optimal offering price of p* according to equation (6.22) or (6.24) below.
6.3.5.1 Linear Demand-Price Function Scenario
Suppose that the average customer demand is a linear function to the price, as stated in
equation (4.1) below.
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h (6.19)
q=-a* p+b (4.1)
Plugging the linear demand-price function into the equation of the total profit, we get the
total profit as a function of the selling price p and the number of TLs per shipment r.
rW ++aaD++ad d +m n
M = npq -hR*(T + n -hR * znq + I -(),+ h]* n
-q2 IW )
=npq- hR(T +t)+hR*zpf1 +W3+ +% h*qhR* rW
= np(-ap+b)- hR(T + t)+hR * zA +I + +h* n(-ap+b)
- hR * rw
2
(6.21)
Take the partial derivative of the total profit with respect to the selling price p.
aM(p,r)=0
-2anp+bn+an* hR(T+t)+ r+aD+cIad + an +h] +anhRz L l =0
Pss =* L+hR(T +t)+P 2 [a
r+oD+D±dom +h+
W)
hRzp,[L+lj
Therefore, the optimal selling price based on a given r is,
* 1= I h\( a +1adob
Pss = L* +hR(T+t )+ r++ +h+hRzpbL+lj2 a W
(6.22)
6.3.5.2 Constant Price Elasticity Demand Function Scenario
If the average customer demand price elasticity is constant, as stated in equation (4.6)
below,
q = e* p-f (4.6)
we plug the constant price elasticity demand function into the equation of the total profit,
and get the total profit as a function p and r.
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(T + t)* nq -hR * znq - (+ aD +6ad +0n * nq -hnq
) W)
= npq - hR(T + t)+ hR * zPV + y+aD+/ad + an +h *fnq -hR* rWj 2
Sn L + +aD +ad +h *n(e* p hR * rWnp(e*p")W 
2hR(T+t)+hR*z 1 W) hW
=ne* p* *- hR(T +t) + LhR * zL + YaD+ad +n +h* ne* pi -hR * 2
(6.23)
Take the partial derivative of the total profit with respect to the selling price p.
aM(p, r)= 0
ap
(f +1)* ne* p - hR(T +t)+hR * z I + Y+D ++ad+n+
*__ fD 4 L* * I-ryaD +3ad +com~
Pss = * hR(T +t)+hR * zY p + + d+ hf+1 L W ) _
Therefore, the optimal selling price based on a given r is,
Pss = f* hR(T+t)+ r+a+d+ +h+hRzpVI 'f +1 L W )
6.3.6 Computing Procedures
h] *ne*f * p I =0
(6.24)
The procedures for computing an optimal profit and its associated optimal number of TLs
per shipment are given as follows.
1. For any given r , the optimal offering price p* is given above in equation (6.22)
or (6.24).
2. By substituting p, into equation (6.21) or (6.23), we can get the maximum profit
M* 
.
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A/ = npq - hR *W +
2
3. Repeat 1,2 for the valid vector of r, i.e., r and get a vector of M*,
i. e., A* =tM*,M2,.. M*I
4. The optimized (maximized) profit is M. = Max(M*)= M*. Accordingly, the
optimal offering price is p ; the optimal shipment size is V. = r * W ; and the
nqj
optimal shipment frequency is * -W
price function scenario, and
(-ap; +b)* n
- in the linear demand-
r. * W
nq (ep* n
f. - )i for the constant price
' *W r *W
elasticity demand function case.
6.4 Model Results Interpretation
For linear demand-price function, compare equation (6.22) above with our previous result
derived in chapter two without the safety stock consideration (equation (2.11)).
p =-* -+
2 _a
hR(T )) +aD+ ad +h]
WI
Pss =I* +2 a 
hR(T +t)+ r+ aD+/d+ +h+
W
(2.11)
(6.22)hRzP L+l
For constant price elasticity demand function, compare the equation (6.24) with our
previous result derived in chapter four without the safety stock consideration (equation
(4.9)).
. f
~ f+1
LhR(T + t)+ (' raD + ad + omj + hj
W
(4.9)
(6.24)Pss =f +*hR(T+t)+ Dp+ + hh+hRzp L+ j
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The only difference is that with safety stock consideration, the optimal price should be
increased by A, = -hRzVL + / (6.25) in the linear demand-price function scenario, and
2
A2 - * hRzObL +1 (6.26) in the constant price elasticity demand function1+1
scenario, with all other parameters held the same. This result also makes intuitive sense.
Because our total variable cost increases if we add the safety stock, it is then reasonable
to raise our prices given a higher cost.
Also note that the increase in optimal price is a linearly increasing function of b.
A1 = hRz#fL +L = hRzL+l * (6.27)
A 2 - hRz# L + I = hRzVL + l* (6.28)
As we mentioned before, # is a constant for a specific delivery region. It measures the
delivery region's average demand standard deviation per one unit of its mean value. If #
is large, we anticipate more fluctuation in the demand change (larger standard deviation
per one unit of mean demand). Hence we need to keep more safety stock to hedge the
greater demand uncertainty. Consequently, we are forced to offer a higher price to offset
our cost increase due to the safety stock increase.
A closer look at the safety stock also gives us more insights into this problem. Recall
equation (6.17)
SS = znq + l=znuVL + l (6.17)
The safety stock is a linearly increasing function of n and a. This implies that as the
number of customers (n ) gets larger, or as the average customer demand gets more
volatile, we should keep a higher level of safety stock.
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Chapter 7
Model with Stochastic Demand and
Multiple Delivery Regions
The previous chapter outlines a model for determining the integrated pricing and delivery
strategy in a two-echelon supply chain under stochastic customer demand. We assumed
that the manufacturer serves only one delivery region. In other words, all customers are
grouped into one delivery region. This assumption is relaxed in this chapter to
accommodate multiple delivery regions. The model developed later in this chapter
presents an integrated pricing and delivery strategy based on this new setting. As we
have done in chapter five when deriving the across delivery region applications for
deterministic demand, two important scenarios are distinguished. In the first scenario,
prices are allowed to be variable for different delivery regions, and only one price should
be offered in the second scenario. A discussion of their implications follows at the end of
this chapter.
7.1 Model Assumptions
Considering stochastic customer demand setting, the relaxation of the number of delivery
regions and the assumptions of section 2.1 of chapter two, we assume the following.
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- Customer demand is stochastic.
- Customers are located in more than one delivery region.
- In one typical delivery region, we have n customers.
- In one delivery region, the individual customer demand is independently,
normally distributed with mean pi and variance a' (i = 1...n).
- The average demand can vary between different delivery regions.
- We use either the linear demand-price function or the constant price elasticity
demand function to represent the demand price relationship of the average
demand in each delivery region.
- Each customer in a delivery region has to be visited each shipment. In other
words, trucks make stops at all customers in the delivery region for every
shipment.
" Assignments of trucks to each delivery region are independent. That is, trucks
assigned to delivery region A cannot help ship some products to delivery region
B even if they have extra capacity.
- The company owns the fleet of trucks, and it pays the transportation cost.
- The company owns its finished products until they reach the customers.
- Prices are constant within the same delivery region.
- Customers are subject to a minimum replenishment frequency.
" The manufacturer uses algorithms based on the Vehicle Routing Problem to
schedule its truck fleet.
7.2 Scenario One: Prices are Allowed to Be Variable for
Different Delivery Regions
If we can vary the offering prices across delivery regions, we can simply treat each
delivery region as independent entities, and apply our previous results of pricing and
delivery strategies derived in chapter six. This flexibility of pricing allows the
manufacturer to first group its customers to distinct delivery regions and then derive the
locally optimal pricing and distribution strategies for each delivery region. And the
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package of the locally optimal strategies turns out to be globally optimal, which
maximizes the manufacturer's overall profit for all of its customer base. Therefore, the
optimal price and the shipment frequency for each delivery region hold true for the across
delivery region scenario, given that the prices are allowed to be variable.
However when a company is restricted to offer only one constant price for all of its
customers, a more complicated model should be followed. The following section
develops a model based on this constraint of unique pricing.
7.3 Scenario Two: Prices Need to Be Kept Constant across
Delivery Regions
For the discussion below, we assume that the manufacturer does not have pricing
flexibility and can only offer one single price to all delivery regions. This yields
differences from the models of chapter six. Without loss of generality, we further assume
that there are only two delivery regions. The insights presented at the end also apply to
situations with multiple delivery regions.
7.3.1 Demand and Safety Stock Statistics
Before we begin to build the model, first identify some demand and safety stock statistics
that will be helpful in the model development.
7.3.1.1 Variable Definitions
qA Average demand per customer in delivery region A (units/(week*customer))
qB Average demand per customer in delivery region B (units/(week*customer))
XA A random variable representing the individual customer i's demand in delivery
region A (units/week) (i = 1...nA)
A The mean of the individual customer i's demand in delivery region A
(units/week) (i = 1.. nA )
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QA The standard deviation of the individual customer i's demand in delivery region
A (units/week) (i = I .nA)
YA A random variable representing the average customer demand in delivery region
A (units/week)
YA The mean of the average customer demand in delivery region A (units/week)
UYA The standard deviation of the average customer demand in delivery region A
(units/week)
Z A random variable representing the aggregate customer demand in delivery region
A (units/week)
P The mean of the aggregate customer demand in delivery region A (units/week)
The standard deviation of the aggregate customer demand in delivery region A
(units/week)
#A The standard deviation to mean ratio of the random variable YA
PA Same as pyA, for notation convenience
aA Same as ayA, for notation convenience
z Combined safety stock factor for both delivery region A and B
LA The lead time from a product being ordered to it being ready for shipping for
delivery region A (weeks)
IA The review period for periodic review inventory management policy for delivery
region A (weeks)
XB A random variable representing the individual customer j's demand in delivery
region B (units/week) (j = 1.. nB
Pit? The mean of the individual customer j's demand in delivery region B
(units/week) (j I ...nB)
cYIB The standard deviation of the individual customer j's demand in delivery region
B (units/week) (= 1.. n B
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YB A random variable representing the average customer demand in delivery region
B (units/week)
pYB The mean of the average customer demand in delivery region B (units/week)
0 YB The standard deviation of the average customer demand in delivery region B
(units/week)
ZB A random variable representing the aggregate customer demand in delivery region
B (units/week)
pZB The mean of the aggregate customer demand in delivery region B (units/week)
cZB The standard deviation of the aggregate customer demand in delivery region B
(units/week)
OB The standard deviation to mean ratio of the random variable YB
pB Same as uy, for notation convenience
B Same as y, for notation convenience
LB The lead time from a product being ordered to it being ready for shipping for
delivery region B (weeks)
'B The review period for periodic review inventory management policy for delivery
region B (weeks)
7.3.1.2 Demand Statistics
Since X, X2,.... Xin are independent, normally distributed with mean A and variance
0(i=1. n), the expected value (mean) and the variance of YA and Z are as follows.
A = A+
n nA
A ~Ai=1
E(YA)= * 
( .2
Ifl (7.2)
A i=1
Var(Y )= -* 7 (7.3)
n A i=
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ZA = Xil + Xi2 + Xi" = X (7.4)
E(ZA)= p (7.5)
i=1
Var(ZA )= '- (7.6)
Also because Xi, Xj 2 ,... .X, are independent, normally distributed with mean p ,B and
variance 2 (j=l ...B) the expected value (mean) and the variance of YB and ZB are
as follows.
S+X +...x j+ X = XB (7.7)
B i j2 Jt B Y =1B i=1
n.
E(YB * UjB (7.8)
nB .1
a(Y)= (7.9)
= J=1
ZB X +Xj± +X =ZXJB (7.10)
J=1
For convenience, we set pA = pYA ,A =cm and p'B /YB' B = B o. Therefore, we
have
pYA = *plA = (7.13)
=1
2 1 "V.. -2(.4
Ai=1
Yar = ' A (7.15)
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p7A = p = nA
o=4 6 A =(nA (7)
-
n n-
1
PYB nZPjB -PB
B j=1
2 1 7B __
Q'B 2 JB B
flB j=1
0
7YB Y
nB
PZB =PjB = nB PB
j=1
B B B2 
2  B B
j=1
o-ZB = B uB
(7.16)
(7.17)
(7.18)
(7.19)
(7.20)
(7.21)
(7.22)
(7.23)
(7.24)
For a specific delivery region, p is constant. p measures the delivery region's average
demand's standard deviation when its mean changes as the price changes. Therefore, we
have
-
(7.25
PYA PA
a A VAA = BAqA
IJYB P B
(7.26)
(7.27)
(7.28)
-B -BUB = BqB
7.3.1.3 Safety Stock Statistics
In this example, we use only one central facility to serve both delivery region A and B.
To hedge the lead-time demand uncertainty of those delivery regions, some safety stock
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needs to be kept in the central facility. Even though prices are uniform, the delivery
regions are independent since we have different number of deliveries in the regions. We
assume that the customer demand in delivery region A is independent of that in delivery
region B. As mentioned before, the individual customer demand in each delivery region
is also independent from each other. Thus based on the two different inventory
management policies presented in section 6.2.3, the safety stock level is as follows.
Continuous Review Policy (QR Model)
SSC = LA * & + LB * B
=Z*LA * A + LB B iB
=z* L An AA n + LB nBUB 2 B 7.29)
=z*JL n )2+ LB (Bn 2
=z * JL ( q n )2 + LB (BqBnB )2
Periodic Review Policy (Base Stock Model)
SSCohine(I = Z * + 'A )* + (LB + 'B ) B
=z* (L +l )*nA (LB + B B B
=Z* (L +I )*n (7 +(L B B B30)
=Z* (L +l)*(7 nA)n +(LB +B)* B nB
=z* j(L +l )*($qqn ) 2 +(LB B B
To summarize, the safety stock level is
SSC(minted = z * LA + 'A) * (PAqAnA )2 + (LB + 'B) * (/qBnB )2 (7.3 1), where 1A =B = 0
if the QR Model is used in managing the inventory.
Based on the discussion above, we develop a model that determines the integrated pricing
and delivery strategy in a two-echelon supply chain given that the customer demand is
stochastic, and the manufacturer serves two delivery regions.
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7.3.2 Model Objective
The objective of this model is to maximize the total profit for the manufacturer.
7.3.3 Variable Definitions
All variables have been defined in section 5.3.2 of chapter five and in section 7.3.1.1
above.
7.3.4 Decision Variables
p Selling price per unit in delivery region A and B ($/unit)
rA Number of TLs per shipment for delivery region A
r. Number of TLs per shipment for delivery region B
where r 4 and rB take only positive integer values.
7.3.5 Model Formulation
The company's profit is its revenue net its costs. As before, we consider the total cost
consisting of the manufacturing cost, the transportation cost and the inventory cost, which
includes the safety stock cost. Each component is addressed as follows.
Revenue (per unit) = p (2.1)
Manufacturing Cost (per unit) = h (2.2)
Transportation Cost (per unit) for delivery region A
r~0+ , A+ omA (5.1)
W
Transportation Cost (per unit) for delivery region B
y+aDB+ B OB (5.2)
W
(Note that DA, DB, , dB m TA, T and A'B are all based on each truck.)
Inventory Cost (per unit) for delivery region A excluding safety stock
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=hR* V4  +T4((2ngq.4)
+ tA hRK* r+TA +J (.2(2ngqA ))
Inventory Cost (per unit) for delivery region B excluding safety stock
=hR* (jB q)TB +B(2nBSBS
=hR* rBW +TB(2nqB
SSCombined =hR * z * &A +'A)*(p~qnA )2 +(LB
We have the number of stops per truck as m= ]
Safety Stock Cost at the central facility
(2.5), and the peddling distance per
truck as
d = K mnl rp = K H* n
r rp
(K=0.6)
Therefore, the average local peddling distance per truck for delivery region A is
dA = KVmAnA/rA p =K* n nA
rA r4 PA
and that for delivery region B is
dB = K mnB rBpB = K* nB ]* B
rB rBPB
We derive the profit term by taking into account all its components except the safety
stock cost.
Profit (per unit) in delivery region A = Mu.
MUA = P-hR* rAW
M (2nq)
+ + tA -c y+aD, +1a'dA +07nw
A 
- h
(7.35)
Profit (per unit) in delivery region B = MUB
MUB = P -hR * rBW TB tBJ
r Y+ODB +I6adB + CMB )-h
W)
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(7.33)
1B )* (o~qBnB 2 (7.34)
(2.6)
(5.5)
(5.6)
(7.36)
(7.32)
Profit in delivery region A = Mu4 * n~q = MA = f(p,rA)
MA = nApq 4 -hR * ^ +2 (TA +t)* n q )
y+ oD.4 +ad,4 +mjn,
W
n~qA 
-hn qA
(7.37)
Profit in delivery region B = MUB * n ~q6 =B Bf(p,rB)
MB nBPB -hR* r +
2
(TB +tB)*nBqB)(jY+aDB + /adB +JB>
W
By considering the safety stock kept in the central facility, we derive the total profit over
two delivery regions A and B as M. M is the summation of M and M , minus the
safety stock cost.
M = MA + M - SafetyStockCost
n pqA -hR * (rAj +(TA2
+tA)* nqA)(> +
+nBBpqB hR*rBy +(TB tB) lBB r + jj
2
PadA +OMn
W
+/3adB
W
- * nA qA
+ o B
- hn~qA
-hR*z*V(LA +/)* ($qnA ) 2 +(LB +B)* (BqBnB ) 2
7.3.6 Solutions
As before, we have r nq
fW
(2.9), and rU (2.10). Therefore, for deliveryL nq
_fmi *W _
region A
LU fA min * j
and for delivery region B
_ fBmin *W
-hnBqB
(7.38)
nBGq -hnBqB
(7.39)
(5.12)
(5.13)
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Thus a vector of rA and a vector of rB such that rA ={l,2,3,...,rA }, rB {l,2,3... rUB
could be set up. And for any given rA and rB, we can find the optimal offering price of
p* using an iterative procedure. Equation (7.41) shows the linear demand-price function
case, and equation (7.43) illustrates the constant price elasticity demand function case.
7.3.6.1 Linear Demand-Price Function Scenario
If the customer demand can be captured by the linear demand-price function, the
individual demand of the customers in delivery region A can be expressed as
qA = -aA * p+bA (5.14)
and that in delivery region B as
qB =aB *p+bB (5.15)
where a = aB is assumed in most cases so that the demand-price curves of different
demand types are parallel.
Plugging the linear demand-price functions into the equation of the total profit (7.39), we
get the total profit as a function of the selling price p and the number of truckloads per
shipment rA , rB , for delivery region A and B, respectively.
M = M(p,rA,r)
+nTpq-hR* (T +tA)*nAqA - + /itdA + OfA j*n'qJ -hn qA(2 W
+nBpqB-hR* rB +(TB +tB) B B + + xdB +omB j J*nBqB hnBqB
(2 W
-hR*z* j(LA + )* ( qnA )2 +(LB +l B*(.pqBnB 2
= nAP *(-aA * p+bA)+nBp *(-aB *p+ bB)
- hR*K +(TA +tA)nA jJ+ r+naDA +/icdA +OMA 1'J+ hn*(-aA *p+bA)
1 2 W
- hR* B +(TB +tB)j + /kBdB +OMB J +hnB]*(-aB *pb
I (r2 BW BB B
-hR*z*j(LA +lA (p n )2*(-a *p+b) 2 +(LB +B JB B ) B * p+bB )2
(7.40)
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Take the partial derivative of the total profit with respect to the selling price p , we get
aM(p,r,rB) = 0
ap
-2(aAnA +aBnB)p
+hRz*(LA +lA (tnA)2 *(aA* p+b) 2 +(LB +lB) (,B 2 aB *p+b )22
* [a(LA+l )*(p~nA)2*(a *p+b,)+aB (LB +B BB 2 aB * p+b
+ nAbA+ nBbB
+ hR*KAW +(TA +tA)nAJ++ + OfAnA+hn *aA
1 2 WI
+ hR* jBW +(TB +B B r+jDBB +hnB * B
I (2 W
=0
(7.41)
The optimal selling price p cannot be expressed in a closed form formula. However, it
can be found by an iterative procedure.
7.3.6.2 Constant Price Elasticity Demand Function Scenario
On the other hand, if the customer demand can be approximated by the constant price
elasticity demand function, the individual demand of the customers in delivery region A
can be expressed as
q- = eA * pA (5.19)
and that in delivery region B as
qB B * P (5.20)
Thus the total profit can be written as a function of the selling price p and the number of
truckloads per shipment rA, rB by plugging in the demand functions.
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M = M(p,rA ,rB)
hR* rW +(TA
+pnBpqB hR* rB7W +
+t A)* n qA - oD 41
(TB )B rB j
+±ad +onAJ*h
+QaxdB +0fB~Jfqh
W) a B n n q B h n B 6 qB
-hR*z*V(LA +A ) * (q n
=nAP* e * Ap)+nBP B PB)
(TA +tA )nA j+(
(TB +tB)nB )+(
+aD ..- r +Qa +yI I-rn~
BA AB BA
r+±0dB+ ±/3 dB +OCMfB
w
n A+hnA * (eA * P)
+hn * (eB *P
-hRz* V(LA +l A)*(AnA )2* (eA *PA )2 ±(LB B) B B2 ((B *(P f83 2
Taking the partial derivative of the total profit with respect to the selling price p , we get
aM(p,rA ,r) =0
*p
nAeA (fA +1)Pi +±nBeB (fB +i)P f13
hR * rAW +
hR* +rB 
(TA +tA)n + +aD
(TB +tB)l BJ+r B
+iIad, + OMA
+ fiadB +B
w
n A+hnA *eA fA
}nB+hnB ]eB B*P 1
-hz * IL +l *p 2+L B) B2 B )2~hzkA A ) (i/in) * (e *Pf 4) 2 + (L B +l )*(q~n) *(eB *~B2~
*A (LA + ' *(O n eA )2 * 2f, -1 + fB (B B B BB )2 * 2j -]
=0
(7.43)
In this case, the optimal selling price p cannot be expressed in a closed form formula
either. But still it can be found by an iterative procedure.
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- hR rAW+A +
* 2
(7.42)
-L
-L
* / -1p A
= npqA 
-
) 2+ (LB B 1 B) ( B B )2
7.3.7 Algorithm for Optimal Price
The procedures for computing an optimal profit and its associated optimal number of
truckloads per shipment are given as follows.
1. For any given rAj and r,, the optimal offering price p* can be found by
computation using equation (7.41) or (7.43).
2. By substituting pi into equation (7.39), we can get the maximum profit M*
3. Repeat 1,2 for the combination of the valid values of r and rB , where
rA ={1,2,3,...,rUIA}, r ={1,2,3,..., rUB }, and get a vector of M* , i.e.,
1* ={M*,M* M*}
4. The optimized (maximized) profit is M = Max(1*)= M*. Accordingly, the
optimal offering price is p*. The optimal shipment size for delivery region A is
VAI= r 1 * W. And the optimal shipment frequency for delivery region A is
f nA= A . The optimal shipment size for delivery region B is V = r * W .
And the optimal shipment frequency for delivery region B is n. B.
r W
Similar as before, most often we don't need to try all the combinations of rA and rBin
step 3 above. We can establish a subset of r from {1,2,3,...,rA} and a subset of rB from
r1,2,3,...,rUB} that are appropriate, and then use the combinations of the elements in the
subsets to derive the vector of M* . As an example, if the company is only interested in
shipping its customers as often as possible, we only need to set r = I and rB= 1 use
equation (7.41) or (7.43) and get the optimal price. This may largely reduce the number
of calculations.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1 Summary of Results
Cost reduction plays a central role in the field of supply chain management. Logistics
costs typically include inventory costs and distribution costs. In this thesis, we focus on
establishing a model that maximizes a manufacturer's overall profit across his delivery
regions. Further we define the profit as the revenue net the total cost, which consists of
the logistics cost and the manufacturing cost. As a widely observed phenomena,
customer demand fluctuates in respond to the product price changes. Several demand
price relationships have been discussed and results have been derived for scenarios with
the linear demand-price function and the constant price elasticity demand function. By
looking at the profit maximization problem and linking the price and demand together,
we develop an integrated distribution and pricing strategy in a two-echelon supply chain.
In the first half of the thesis, we studied the more restrictive setting where the customer
demand is deterministic. We have shown that for a single delivery region and with
linear demand-price relationship, the optimal offering price for truckload (TL) shipment
is
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* I b y + aD+ 8ad + >n
P =-* -+hR(T+t)j+ +h (2.11)
2 _a W) I
And the optimal offering price for the less-than-truckload (LTL) shipment is
I* b + T+tP * - +hR*K +(T+t j)+h (2.50)
2 a 2fmi
The results are followed by sensitivity analyses. An integrated TL/LTL shipment model
is presented at the section 2.5 in chapter two. We also discussed a convenient delivery
strategy of dispatching one truckload at a time in chapter three. A lower bound is derived
to determine the optimality of this strategy.
ARRC =hR* W+ hRnq* (t, ) -t, + nqH * Lfa* (d,+, - d,+- (m, - m,] (3.3)
Ar 2
The optimal offering price given constant price elasticity demand function is
=hR(T +t) + +r +K,+(4.9)
1± L3'1 1  +/) T +wh]
To apply the findings to across delivery regions, we first investigate the manufacturer's
pricing flexibility. If the company can set different prices for different delivery regions,
we find each delivery region to be independent units and apply the results for single
delivery region. If the company cannot vary the price and is obligated to offer the same
price to all of its delivery regions, an iterative procedure needs to be followed to derive
the optimal offering price for either demand function setting.
In the second half of the thesis, we relax the assumption of the deterministic customer
demand and developed a model for stochastic demand. In order to hedge the demand
uncertainty, we need to keep a certain amount of safety stock in the central facility. The
level of the safety stock is determined by the inventory management policy that the
company adopts. We investigate the continuous review policy (QR model) and the
periodic review policy (base stock model). For a single delivery region and with linear
demand-price relationship, the optimal offering price is
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Pss = * L+hR(T+l (6.22)
2 a W ) ~ oVL+1(.2
And with constant price elasticity demand function, the optimal offering price is
Pss = * hR(T +t)+ ++naD +8ad+ (6.24)f +1 _W )+h+ zoj+1(.4
In the application to the across delivery region scenarios, we again distinguish between
the company's pricing flexibility. If the company can set different prices for different
delivery regions, we treat each delivery region to be independent units and apply the
results for single delivery region. If the company is obligated to offer the same price to
all of its delivery regions, we derive the optimal offering price as follows based on two
delivery regions and with linear demand price relationship.
(nb, + nBbB
+ y h +aD A+ fadA + O>n+
- 2*(nlaA+nBaB) A + L ' W
+ anB* hR * (T13+tB BB + H L B + r ± B +#aB +OfB +hl
(7.41)
An iterative procedure needs to be followed to derive the optimal offering price if the
constant price elasticity demand function is used instead.
Our results demonstrate how a manufacturer can integrate its distribution and pricing
strategies to maximize his overall profit. We believe the results are useful in the study of
more complex supply chain problems.
8.2 Recommendations for Future Research Areas
We suggest that the following three areas will be good topics for future research.
First, we assume that the company has only one central facility to serve all of its delivery
regions. A relaxation of this assumption is worthwhile to show the interaction between
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different central facilities/warehouses and the assignment of delivery regions. This is a
very interesting topic but also complicates the situation considerably.
Second, our focus has been on a two-echelon supply chain. One can certainly integrate
additional echelons into the picture to extend either the distribution problem or the
pricing problem. We further did not investigate the bullwhip effect given our supply
chain setting. But this becomes an issue with a larger supply chain and more
manufacturing channels.
Third, since the customer demand is constantly changing and actually it can evolve into a
different pattern as time passes. A dynamic pricing strategy will be necessary to handle
this situation and compliments the results derived in this thesis.
As the supply chain grows and more elements are added, it becomes a fairly complex
system and requires the good interaction and coordination between its components.
Many of the problems we have discussed are heuristically analyzed. In this thesis, we
assume that the manufacturer uses heuristic algorithms based on the Vehicle Routing
Problem to schedule its truck fleet. Also empirical studies will provide insights into this
problem and evaluate our results with data. Although an optimal strategy cannot be
easily identified, each piece of new findings will certainly unveil part of the whole
picture and contributes to a system-wide optimization.
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